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Abstract 

The dominant reinforcement used widely for concrete structures is conventional steel bars 

(rebars). Nevertheless, the perpetual effort toward evolution and development could not exclude 

the engineering field, thus new innovative and sophisticated methods are introduced. It is true 

that, due to lack of extended regulations and standards, the fibre reinforced concrete (FRC) was 

limited to non-structural applications. However, the last years the situation is changing rapidly 

and already the applications of FRC include actual structural members. 

The subject of the current thesis was a tramway’s track slab from “Spårväg City” project in 

Stockholm. The aim was to evaluate the track slab, in terms of alternative reinforcing ways. In 

particular three models were examined; model I – conventional reinforcement, model II – steel 

fibre reinforced concrete (SFRC) and model III – SFRC with conventional reinforcement. The 

assessment was performed from structural, regulations – compliance, economic and ergonomic 

perspective. A static linear analysis of the track slab was performed using Abaqus; a finite 

element analysis (FEA) software. The track slab was subjected only to mechanical loads (self-

weight and traffic actions) and thus, the design internal forces were extracted. Thereafter, 

Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1-1, 2004) and Swedish standards for FRC structures (SS 812310:2014) 

were utilized for the reinforcement design of the models. The design was performed in ultimate 

limit state (ULS), for bending moment and shear resistance, and in serviceability limit state 

(SLS), for stress limitation and crack control. 

Model I and III were successfully designed abiding with the respective regulations and 

requirements, while “only fibres” model was considered valid only for bending moment 

resistance according to SS 812310:2014. Consequently only models I and III were compared 

with each other. From the economic comparison it was obtained that model I was less 

expensive than model III, but on the other hand its construction time was larger. Furthermore 

model III contained significantly less total rebars’ mass in comparison to model I. This 

particularity was crucial for the ergonomic assessment. The human factors, that were relevant 

to the ergonomic assessment, improved the quality of the comparison and the extracted 

inferences, but also introduced aspects impossible to be put against economic facts as an 

equal quantity. Thus, there was not a final proposal as the best solution for the thesis subject. 
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Sammanfattning 

Armeringen av betongkonstruktioner domineras av konventionell armering (armeringsjärn). 

Med den ständiga strävan mot utveckling och förbättring har inom teknikområdet nya 

innovativa och avancerade metoder introducerats. Det är på grund av bristen på normer, 

standarder som fiberarmerad betong begränsats till icke- bärande ändamål. Däremot har 

situationen förändrats under de senaste åren, redan idag kan man se konstruktioner där 

fiberarmering används till bärande ändamål.  

 

Ämnet för den aktuella masterexamen var betongplatta i projektet ”Spårväg City” i Stockholm. 

Syftet var att utvärdera betongplattan, i form av att undersöka alternativa armeringsmöjligheter. 

I synnerhet undersöktes tre modeller; modell I- konventionellt armerad platta, modell II- 

stålfiberarmerad platta och modell III stålfiberarmerad platta kombinerad med konventionell 

armering. Modellernas möjligheter att uppfylla regelverkens krav undersöktes, men de 

jämfördes även ur ekonomiskt samt ergonomiskt perspektiv. En statisk linjär analys av 

betongplattan genomfördes i ett finit element program, Abaqus. Betongplattan utsattes för 

mekanisk belastning (egenvikt samt trafiklast) för vilken dimensionerande krafter extraherats. 

Därefter användes Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1-1, 2004) och den svenska standarden för 

fiberarmerade betong konstruktioner (SS 812310:2014) för vidare konstruktionsberäkningar. 

Konstruktionsberäkningarna för betongplattan genomfördes i brottgränstillstånd för 

böjmoment samt tvärkraft, i brukgränsmotståndet undersöktes betongplattan för 

spänningsbegränsningar samt sprickkontroll.     

 

Konstruktionsberäkningarna kunde genomföras för modell I och III med de existerande 

föreskrifterna och kraven, men modellen med ”endast fibrer” kunde endast dimensionerna för 

böjmoment enligt SS 812310:2014. Därför kunde endast modell I och III fortsättningsvis 

jämföras med varandra. Från den ekonomiska jämförelsen erhölls det att modellen I var 

billigare än modell III, men att konstruktionstiden var längre.  Dessutom var behoven för 

konventionell armering (armeringsjärn) betydligt mindre för modell III till skillnad från modell 

I. Modellernas innehåll av konventionell armering var avgörande för den ergonomiska 

bedömningen. Den mänskliga faktorn, som var relevanta för den ergonomiska bedömningens, 

gav jämförelsen av modellerna en annan dimension, där de viktiga mänskliga faktorerna 
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beaktades och inte kunde jämföras eller sättas lika med dem ekonomiska faktorerna. Således, 

finns det inte något entydlig svar vilken av modellerna som är det bästa alternativet.  
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Notations 

Roman letters Typical unit Explanation 
  Minimum area of reinforcement within the 

tensile zone 
  Area of concrete within the tensile zone for 

h⁄2 
  Tension reinforcement area 
  Area of a single bar section 

Asl  Tensile reinforcement area 
Ac  Concrete cross section area 
Ast  Area of bar reinforcement 

 m, mm Considered width of slab’s section for the 
calculations 

Cnom m, mm Concrete cover 
 m, mm Minimum cover due to bond requirement, see 

EC2 4.4.1.2 (3) 
 m, mm Minimum cover due to environmental 

conditions, see EC2 4.4.1.2 (5) 
dg m, mm Assumed maximum diameter of aggregates 

 m, mm Effective height of cross- section 
Ecd MPa, GPa Design concrete modulus of elasticity 

 MPa, GPa Mean concrete modulus of elasticity 
Es MPa, GPa Steel modulus of elasticity 

 MPa, GPa Yield strength of the steel 
fyd MPa, GPa Design yield strength of the steel 
fcd MPa Compressive strength of concrete 
fctm MPa Mean axial tensile strength 

fctk,0.05 MPa Characteristic tensile strength of concrete at 
28 days 

fctd MPa Tensile strength 
fft.R3 MPa Design residual tensile strength of a fibre 

concrete of class R3 
fck MPa Characteristic value of concrete compressive 

strength 
 MPa Effective tensile strength of concrete when 

the cracking is expected to occur 
h m, mm Height of the cross-section/ slab thickness

  
  Moment of inertial for un-cracked concrete 

section 
  Moment of inertia 

I  Moment of inertia of section 
 - Size factor 
 - Recommended value from EC2 7.2(2) 
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 - Coefficient which takes into account the 
stress distribution in the section right before 
cracking 

 Nm, kNm Design moment 
NEd N, kN Axial force 

 - Number of bars 
 m, mm Spacing of the calculated bars, compared to 

s_max=250 mm 
Greek letters   

 - Ratio of modulus of elasticity of the 
reinforcing steel to that of the concrete 

 - Partial factor of concrete 
 m, mm Additive safety element, EC2 4.4.1.2 (6) 
 m, mm Reduction for use of stainless steel EC2 

4.4.1.2 (7) 
 m, mm Reduction for use of additional protection, 

EC2 4.4.1.2 (8) 
ζ - Crack safety factor (TRVFS, 2011:12: section 

21:12§: table c) 
Η - Factor defining the effective strength 
Λ - Factor defining the effective height of the 

compression zone 
 - Geometric reinforcement ratio 
 MPa Absolute value of maximum stress permitted 

in reinforcement immediately after cracking 
formation 

 MPa Design stress of the reinforcing steel 
 MPa 

 

Φ m, mm Bar diameter 
 - 1.67, creep coefficient 

 m, mm Height of the compression zone 
 m, mm Compression zone in stage I 
 m, mm Compression zone in stage II 
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Nomenclature 

ACI American Concrete Institute 

CAE Complete Abaqus Environment 

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics 

EC2 Eurocode 2 

EN Eurocode 

EPC Elasto Plastic Concrete  

FE Finite Element 

FEA Finite Element Analysis 

FEM Finite Element Methods 

FRC Fibre Reinforced Concrete 

SFRC Steel Fibre Reinforced Concrete 

SIS Swedish Standard Institute 

SLS Serviceability Limit State 

SNS Stockholms Nya Spårvägsaktiebolag 

SS Aktiebolaget Stockholms Spårvägar 

SSS Stockholms Södra Spårvägsaktiebolag 

TRVFS Trafikverkets författningssamling 

TRVK Bro Trafikverkets tekniska krav Bro 

ULS Ultimate Limit State 
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1 Chapter  

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The technological development throughout history gave, among others, rise to the need and 

desire of people for actual comfort and convenience in public transportation. Since then this is, 

in conjunction with the factors of sustainability and environment, one of the major concerns of 

the public bodies in European countries, the majority of which use more frequently rail borne 

transport systems in order to serve this purpose. One may easily make this observation by the 

rapid growth of urban transport links, like conventional trains, underground metro trains and 

tramways. 

The tramway was introduced in Sweden (Trams in Stockholm, 2015) in the 19th century as 

horse tramways. The advantage of transportation of a large amount of passengers, due to the 

low frictional resistance and the decreased traction force, made entrepreneurs around the 

country to invest and develop the tramways in an even more efficient mean of transport. Less 

than 100 years later the horses were replaced by motors and the tramways applied in many 

cities. Nevertheless, the cars and the busses took the lead in the main mean of transportation 

and the tramways were no longer necessary.  

While the historical recursion is reaching the recent decades it is easily observed that the idea 

of the tramway comes back. The main reasons are the electric motors, its good environmental 

attributes, the high capacity and its structure-forming attributes in urban areas. This trend has 

already been adopted by the Swedish government and many tramway projects are under 

construction. The capital of Sweden, Stockholm, is not an exception and in 2010 the “Spårväg 

City” (Spårväg City, 2010) was inaugurated, essentially as an elongation of Djurgårdslinjen, 

which is operating with historical wagons since 1991 between Norrmalmstorg and 

Waldemarsudde. This is the first tram line in regular traffic in central Stockholm since 1967. 

After 2009 renovation and extension of the tram line is an on-going project in order to utilize 

the tram transportation mean. Construction and completion of the project are headed by 

Skanska, a world leading project development and Construction Company. 
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From a construction point of view, the track slab of the tramway is the main part of the project. 

Several parameters define the design and construction process (TRVK Bro, 2011; EN 1991-2, 

2003; SS-EN 1992-1-1, 2004) which have to be evaluated and studied thoroughly before 

developing a network in densely populated areas. Some of the greatest challenges are the 

vibrations (EN 1991-2, 2003) generated by the tram and the potential disturbances and defects 

that are caused, the current landscape and its limitations regarding the actual construction, 

schedule restrictions, spatial problems and so on. Vibrations transferred through air or ground, 

might have significantly negative influence on the actual or surrounding structures, but also to 

public health. In addition, it is quite often that the surrounding landscape of the tramway, the 

geological conditions, the available time for completion and the need for utterly spatial 

exploitation for mechanical and electrical installation reasons may totally affect the design and 

construction process.  

The dominant reinforcement used widely for the concrete track slab is conventional steel bars 

(rebars). Nevertheless, the perpetual effort toward evolution and development could not exclude 

the engineering field, thus new innovative and sophisticated methods are introduced, at least 

regarding tramway’s track slab. It is true that, due to lack of extended regulations and standards, 

the fibre reinforced concrete (FRC) was limited to non-structural applications. However, the 

last years the situation is changing rapidly and already the applications of FRC include actual 

structural members. With respect to the topic of the thesis there are only few previous 

applications of FRC for the construction of the track slab, entirely or partly, or another 

tramway’s concrete component. 

Primarily, a project with similar structural design approach with this thesis problem was 

transacted in 2010/2011 in Szeged of Hungary, being actually the first of its kind in Europe 

(Innoteka, 2014). The Hungarian government approved the upgrade of the local electric tram 

public transportation network, including renovation of older parts, and construction of new tram 

track. The problem, that as a matter of fact necessitated the designer to find an alternative 

reinforcing way, was the restriction, in specific areas of the project, for the concrete slabs not 

to contain bar reinforcement. The solution was a synthetic fibre-reinforced concrete, not only 

for the sections with the mentioned problem but for the entire project. In particular the synthetic 

macro-fibre that was used is a material produced by Elasto-Plastic-Concrete (EPC), named 

Barchip 48 (Elastoplastic, 2015). Impressively, as stated by JKP Static Ltd (2011a), responsible 

company for the static calculation and research of the project, the conventional bar 

reinforcement was completely replaced by the SFRC and all the requirements in terms of static 

capacity and capability were met (JKP Static Ltd, 2011b). Initially the respective analysis, and 
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the actual construction of the project later on, shown that the benefits of SFRC over bar 

reinforcement were several and considerable, including reduced construction time, increased 

durability-no corrosion, reduced maintenance cost, better dynamic response, reduce energy 

demand, significantly better cracking control in critical sections and various more, according to 

the official information stated in the cited references (Innoteka, 2014; JKP Static Ltd, 2011b). 

All the details about this project, the fibre material and its properties and the consequences, 

positive or negative, may be found in the respective references. Following this successful design 

model, similar techniques were applied, in St. Petersburg (Russia), Tallinn (Estonia) (JKP Static 

Ltd, 2011b), Blackpool (England) (BAM, 2009; Blackpool rocks, 2009) and of course in more 

projects in Hungary like the partial reconstruction of the tramlines 18 and 1 in Budapest, as well 

as the complete reconstruction of No 3 tramline (Innoteka, 2014). 

Moreover, in 2010 the German company Rail-One (GmbH) in cooperation with engineering 

consultants Rosenberg Engineering offices tested the possibility to replace the bar 

reinforcement of a track slab with non-metallic fibres (High-fibre diet for tram tracks, 2011). 

The purpose of the experiment was to address the interference problem that the traditional steel 

bar reinforcement may have with signalling systems. The result of the test was positive and the 

initial requirement was met, as well as the compressive/tensile strength and environmental 

exposure requirements. The analysis of the results and observations showed several advantages 

over the conventional reinforcement. Soon after, this new technology was used by NAMA 

Consulting engineers and Planners SA, in upgrading part of the Metro in Athens, Greece 

(NAMA, 2012; High-fibre diet for tram tracks, 2011). 

Various researchers the last decades have studied FRC and its mechanical properties along the 

different structural categories, like beams, plates, slabs on grade and so on. However, little 

information there is, in academic research level, about the correlation of steel fibre reinforce 

concrete (SFRC) with the track slab of tramways (in Sweden), the prospects of success in 

construction and the levels of harmonization with the respective regulations that may be 

achieved. 

The lack of further knowledge about this subject in conjunction with the current early level of 

implementation of FRC for actual structural applications was the stimulus for the topic of this 

master thesis. 
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1.2 Purpose and definitions 

Fibre is an attractive material and has been introduced to the engineering world since ancient 

times. The principal use of fibres was to reinforce materials and structures with weak tension 

properties. Since 1910 in USA, experiments, trials and several patents were made in order to 

evolve the use of discontinuous steel reinforcing elements, such as steel nails, wire segments 

and metal chips, and hence, improve the tensile properties of the concrete (Naaman, 1985). 

However, the first serious theoretical research on steel fibre reinforced concrete (SFRC) that 

was performed at the early 1960’s by Romualdi and his colleagues (Romualdi & Batson, 1963; 

Romualdi & Mandel, 1964), laid the foundations for the fibre technology knowledge we have 

until nowadays. 

Today, FRC is widespread in structural engineering field with high annual productivity levels 

globally. FRC is primarily used for “non-structural” applications, such as slabs in grade, 

shotcrete, prefabricated members and several more special applications. More specifically, it is 

basically used to control cracking due to drying or plastic shrinkage but nevertheless despite its 

high quality mechanical properties and performance there is a remarkable lack of regulations 

and standards in order to be used in structural applications consistently. 

However, the very last years there is an increasingly usage tendency of FRC taking into 

consideration the economic advantages that are provided in terms of reduced conventional 

reinforcement that is needed in a structure, less labour hours and reinforcement placing time 

that is required and increased durability of the structures. Despite the limited building coded 

and regulations several contractors and researchers have used FRC in structural applications 

considering fibres as the main reinforcement.  Consequently, FRC may be considered efficient 

for structural application. Such an application is the tramway’s track slab, the main object of 

interest of this master thesis. This leads to the questions; how efficient, from the perspective of 

the potential economic and structural design gains, is the construction of the concerned 

tramway’s track slab using only fibres as reinforcement or combined with conventional regular 

bar reinforcement? Is such a construction method structurally possible and adequate, applicable 

and legal according to the Swedish regulation and standards as well as with the Europeans 

codes?  

1.3 Objectives 

Offsetting the background study and the questions that arose, the objectives of the master thesis 

to be pursued were the following: 
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� Study the literature on tramways, fibre reinforced concrete (FRC) and Finite Element 

Analysis (FEA). Find the important parameters that affect the analysis regarding all the 

three abovementioned major dimensions of the literature study. Present the findings in 

a literature review. 

� Perform a static linear elastic analysis of the track slab using FEA and proceed to its 

assessment, in terms of internal forces and deformations. Design the track slab in 

Ultimate limit state and in Serviceability limit state and calculate the amount of the 

required reinforcement. First model, considering only steel bars for the reinforcement, 

second and third models considering SFRC without and with the contribution of 

conventional reinforcement respectively. Thus the main hypothesis may be formulated 

simply as: “is it possible to construct the considered track slab reinforced only with steel 

fibres or with a combination of steel fibres and conventional steel bars, and 

simultaneously abide by the Swedish and European regulations and standards for 

design”? In case the hypothesis is not falsified, the obvious question that follows 

concerns the outcome of the comparison of the different models regarding the need of 

reinforcement for the considered case. Of the same importance is a comparison from an 

economic, “duration of the construction process” and ergonomic perspective.     

� Compare the extracted results and observations, make respective conclusions and 

judgements and answer the crucial objectives of the scope of this master thesis. 

� Present the total work in report including all the foresaid tasks.  

1.4 Contributions 

After completion of this master thesis, more research work and analysis on fibre reinforced 

concrete as structural member, the tramway’s track slab, will have been done. Especially while 

this structure is part of Skanska’s project “Spårväg City”, a potential verification of the main 

hypothesis might lead to particularly essential time reduction and economic gains, as well as 

less labour hours and more comfortable and convenient construction process of the slab. This 

may be considered ideal to assist future research and similar structures, under the same 

conditions, from the perspective of the gains and the advantages. Last but not least, as it was 

pointed out previously, the contribution to the existed incomplete regulations might be 

substantial for further development of FRC.  
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1.5 Limitations 

This master thesis’s work process is performed in three different dimensions, first the analysis 

of a tramway’s track slab, second the inclusion of fibres in the nature of the concerned problem 

and finally the usage of FEM. Setting various limitations to the procedure and the parameters 

is necessary to control and minimize such an enormous topic and workload. 

There is a big variety of fibre qualities available in the industry (steel, synthetic, glass, natural, 

etc.), which provides the engineer-designers with the flexibility to choose among different 

fibres and adjusting the properties of the reinforced concrete as well as the overall cost of the 

structure as desired or required from the applied codes. However, for this thesis only steel fibre 

reinforced concrete (abbreviated as SFRC) will be used for the simulation of the track slab. 

Moreover, the mechanical properties of concrete and steel will be the same for all the models 

and they will remain constant throughout the whole analysis. Finally, the dimensions of the slab 

along with the respective ones of the support system will be considered constant for the test 

process according to the original project, “Spårväg City”. More detailed information about the 

material properties that were used for the simulations will be given in Chapter 3. 

From the perspective of the finite element methods that were used for the analysis, several 

considerations and compromises should be made in order to combine reliable, efficient and 

satisfactory results with the least possible computation time and complexity of the 

representation of the problem. In particular, a convergence analysis should be performed so the 

mesh density and element properties of the model are selected wisely.  

The type of analysis directly depends on the loading cases to be tested and specifically their 

nature, meaning if the problem is static or dynamic. Regarding this thesis, the problem was 

considered time-independent, thus a static structural analysis was performed according to the 

methodology described in Chapter 3. Note that shrinkage effects were disregarded and creep 

was included in the analysis in SLS. In addition, all the materials used for the simulation of the 

slabs are regarded homogeneous, isotropic and linearly elastic, although they are otherwise. 

1.6 Methods 

To obtain and assess the scope of the thesis, a pre-study to gain knowledge about conventional 

reinforcement, SFRC, FEA and tramway design was necessary. The main source of this type 

of research was publications and papers from several widely acknowledged though time and 

reliable researchers, engineers and scientists, along with the respective Eurocode and National 

annexes. Books and previous studies relevant to the subject of this master thesis, structural 
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analysis and design procedure of the “Spårväg City i Stockholm” project, using conventional 

bar reinforcement only, were also included to the study material. 

An important parameter of the performed analysis was the dealing with a specific tramway 

track slab of the “Spårväg City i Stockholm” project of Skanska, which limited the variables 

and the potential modifications that would take place in the process. Thus, a FEA was 

performed, using ABAQUS software, the needed information of the outcome of the static 

analysis were extracted and were used for the reinforcement design of the track slab (three 

models, using: Model I - conventional reinforcement, Model II - SFRC without the contribution 

of steel bars and Model III - SFRC with the contribution of steel bars), obtained with hand 

calculations. Final conclusion and discussion regarding the comparison of the two models will 

be put through. Details about the methods and the analysis process and the codes that were used 

are presented in Chapter 3. 
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2 Chapter 

Literature review 

2.1 Tramway 

2.1.1 Global history 

A tram is a rail borne transport systems that runs on tracks along public streets, but it may also 

in some parts run on separated autonomous lanes (Tram definition, 2015a). A tram has several 

different names such as tramway, tramcar, streetcar and trolley. Especially trolley and streetcar 

are common names in regions of North America (Tram definition, 2015b). 

Tramway was born in southern Wales in United Kingdom year 1807 (Rogers, 2005). At this 

time a typical tram was drawn by horses, see Figure 2-1. This type of public transport system 

was spread to entire world during the second part of the 19th century. Since then different 

innovative ideas have been implemented on trams in order to develop the operating system. 

Hence, the horses were replaced by machines that were powered by steam, but also parallel to 

that cable-hauled tram, several innovative and sophisticated solutions were developed that are 

being used until today (Johansson and Forsmark, 2015). 

  
Figure 2-1: Typical tram form 19th century (BBC, 2015). 

The peak was reached around 1920 when there were 3000 tramways in Europe, America and 

Australia. Around 1980 only 300 tramways were still in use and the reason for this drastic 

decrease of tramway usage was mainly the fact that car got more attractive. But after the oil 
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crises in 1973-1974 and 1979, people realized that days of cheap and ever-flowing oil was gone. 

Huge discussion all over the world about alternative to gasoline and diesel broke. One of the 

alternatives to gasoline and diesel was to install any form of tramways in the cities (Johansson 

and Forsmark, 2015). 

It took some years before the first modern tramway was inaugurated in France, which took 

place in the beginning of 1985 in city of Nantes. Several tramways were installed in various 

regions of France but real breakthrough was made in Strasbourg and Grenoble in 1990s. The 

expansion of tramway in Grenoble was unique in sense of making a link between urban 

development and the tramway. Grenoble gave a template on how a modern tramway can be 

used as a powerful tool to create attractive city where people and buildings can interact with 

trams. Since the oil crisis many tramways have been built in France but also in other cities all 

around the Europe. Several new tramways are to be built in the upcoming years. 

2.1.2 Swedish history 

At a period of time, Sweden had 13 tramways spread all over the country. The remaining’s of 

that is the network in Göteborg, two lines in Norrköping and some scattered in Stockholm 

(Johansson and Forsmark, 2015). Swedish government’s plan for Stockholm is to expand the 

existing parts of the tramway and expects to translate it with the project “Spårväg City”, se 

Figure 2-2. Nowadays, several renovation processes of the already existing tramway is made, 

even including partial extension of tramway from Hamngatan to Klarabergsgatan in the 

construction phase. However, during 2014, county council (Landstinget) decided to postpone 

the major expansion of Spårväg City until after the year 2019. That means that the planned 

expansion of tramway from Djurgårdsbron to Ropsten and linking with Lidingöbanan may first 

begin in 2020 (Stockholms läns landsting, 2015). 
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Figure 2-2: The existing and planned extension of the tramway (Sveriges radio, 2015) 

2.1.3  Stockholm history 

The Stockholm´s first inauguration of a tram network was in 1877 and consisted of two lines 

starting from Slussen to Grevgatan towards Roslagstull. It was the privately owned company 

Stockholms Nya Spårvägsaktiebolag (SNS) that was the ones that ran the business. At 1887 

another company Stockholms Södra Spårvägsaktiebolag (SSS) using steam-driven trams 

introduced one line between Slussen and Hornstull, which was impossible for SNS due to 

Södermalms steep hills that coursed problems for the horses (Östlund, 1995). 

But at 1900 the SNS expanded from two networks to six, all starting from Slussen. SNS had 

huge problems with making the business profitable due to extended need for horses to operate 

the tram.  While SNS were using 700 horses in order to meet the requirements, the managers 

of SNS began to think about how to electrify the network. In February 1904 the first electric 

powered tram was used and the last horse drawn tram was in 1905.  (Östlund, 1995) 

After the electrification, the tram network had a wide expansion and only in few years number 

of travelers increased from 16 million (1903) to 61 million 1915. A company named 

Aktiebolaget Stockholms Spårvägar (SS) took over the tram traffic south and north of Slussen 

and only four years later municipal assembly (kommunfullmäktige) of Stockholm decided to 

buy all shares in SS and by doing that making the rail traffic municipality (kommunal). 

(Östlund, 1995) 

The first motorbus traffic initiated in 1923 by Stockholms Centrala Omnibus AB, short after 

that the existing municipality owned SS bought that line due to the benefits busses were offering 

in comparison to trams. (Östlund, 1995) 
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In 1950’s the first subway line (tunnelbanelinje) was introduced in Stockholm by SS. By the 

time Stockholm had subway and a good network of busses, the tram was considered outdated. 

The idea was that public transport would be underground and the street space would be given 

to cars that were considered modern at that time.  Tram was phased out during the change to 

right traffic that happened in 1967 (Östlund, 1995). 

2.1.4 Modern history 

As already mentioned the oil crises in 1970s resulted in increasing of the oil price, which turned 

out to be the first indication that the tramway after all had a future in modern cities. Another 

factor that increased the importance of tramways was the growing interest for environment 

friendly transportation. In the growing cities the need for vehicles with higher capacity has 

increased and according to Johansson and Lange (2009) the capacity of a modern tram is 

superior to capacity of a bus, to be précises the capacity is twice the one of a bus. Regarding 

space utilization Johansson and Lange (2008; 2009) mean that a modern tram with length of 30 

meters and a capacity of 180 passengers should give a car queue of 900 meters if passengers 

instead chose car. “In the fight for the street the most effective vehicles must be prioritized.” 

(Johansson and Lange, 2008)  

The purpose of tramways has changed, once upon the time the trams was supposed to supply 

the city centre but today they are supposed to connect external parts of the city with city centre 

(Johansson and Lange, 2008). 

 

2.2 Finite Element Methods 

2.2.1 Historical background 

In 1909 the theoretical physicist Walther Ritz developed a method (Ritz, 1909) for problems 

relevant to the mechanics of deformable solids with an approximate solution. It was based on 

an approximate energy function constituted by known functions with unknown coefficients.  

The minimization of the energy function with respect to the unknowns, results in the system of 

equation though which it is possible to determine the coefficients. The main limitation of the 

Ritz method is the necessity for each used function to satisfy the boundary conditions of the 

problem.  

To the elimination of this restriction, Courant (Courant, 1943) contributed by improving Ritz 

method considerably. He introduced the linear functions on triangular mesh and applied the 
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method on torsion problems solution. The unknowns were set as the function values at the nodes 

of the triangular regions. Thus, the limitation problem of the Ritz method was eliminated. The 

Ritz method combined with Courant’s proposal were similar to the Finite Element Methods that 

were introduced by Clough in 1960 with the aid of the seminar paper “The finite element 

method in plane stress analysis”, when the name “finite element” actually was coined. Prior to 

Clough’s aforementioned paper, in 1950’s, a significant progress in terms of practical 

applications was made from engineers in the aeronautical industry so to develop improved 

aircraft structures, nonetheless most of the work was published much later due to company 

polices as noticed from Cook et al. (2002). Further work was done by various researchers who 

contributed in the general development of FEA to its current status. In particular, Argyris 

(Germany) and Kelsey induced matrix procedures combining FEA (Argyris and Kelsey, 1960), 

Turner (Unite States of America) contrived a triangular element with three nodes to model a 

low aspect ratio wing skin (Turner et al., 1956), Taig (England) did corresponding work 

(Robinson, 1985), and several more such as Martin, Zienkiewicz, Cheung and Hrennikoff 

(Clough, 1980; Clough, 1993; Gupta and Meel, 1966; Zienkiewicz and Cheung, 1967). The 

forthcoming years, different kind of elements were invented for stress analysis, based on tuition 

and physical justification. In 1963/1964, Finite Element Analysis was acknowledged by 

academic authorities, owing to the fact that it was recognized as a form of the Rayleigh-Ritz 

method, a typical approximation technique, by Melosh and Besseling at 1963, and Jones and 

Fraeijs de Veubeke at 1964. Thereby, FEA upgraded from just a practicable way to perform 

stress analysis, to a technique with a broad applicability and solid mathematical foundation. 

The first book that was examined as a textbook about Finite Element Analysis (Zienkiewick 

and Cheung, 1967) was published at 1967. It interprets generally the method and presents the 

scope of application to any general field problem.   

For several years, researchers didn’t have the advantage of using computers to address the need 

for the heavy computation that FEM requires. Thus, the papers that published simultaneously 

with the FEA progress were mostly theoretical. However, after the late 60’s FEM started to 

widely spread due to the technological progress of computers and respective programs were 

emerged. One decade was enough for the FEA programs to enhance with more powerful 

graphics as design tools. This evolution was significant for the final establishment of FEA since 

it was used primarily to verify a completed design of a project and to analyse a failed structure. 

In the recent years, the vast computation volume of a Finite Element Analysis made the 

computer utilization necessary. 
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In summary according to Mackerle (1995), by 1995, 3800 papers about FEM were being 

published annually and the total amount of FEA publications amount to 380 books, 400 

conference proceedings, 56000 papers, excluding fluid mechanics, and 310 FEM computer 

programs.  

2.2.2 Principles and general aspects 

A basic analysis of the fundamentals of FEM, the advantages and the disadvantages, a typical 

process of the analysis using FEM as well as a description of a general pattern how to proceed 

to analysis using FE-software was performed as discussed in this section. 

2.2.2.1 Finite element analysis fundamentals 

FEM is a numerical solution method for field problems, by which general differential equations 

can be solved in an approximate manner. A field problem is defined as the determination of the 

spatial distribution of one or more dependent variables, e.g. the stress distribution in slab. In a 

respective mathematical way, a field problem can be expressed with differential equations or 

with an integral expression. By using these two descriptions, finite elements may be formulated 

and are contained in the FE programs (Cook et al., 2002). 

Each finite element represents a small part of an entire structure, and its field quantity is allowed 

to have only a simple variation in space, usually expressed in terms of x2, xy and y2 polynomials. 

The elements are connected together in points that are called nodes. The conglomeration of the 

elements is called finite element structure, determining in general a body or a region of interest. 

More specifically the name of the connected elements that has preponderated is “mesh”, see 

figure 2-3.  Certainly the realistic variation of the part of the structure that is defined by an 

element is more complicated and as it was mentioned previously the FEA provides an 

approximate solution. Numerically, a FE mesh can be defined by a system of algebraic 

equations with nodal unknowns. The solution provided by the system is values of the field 

quantity and, depending on the element type, maybe values from field’s quantity first 

derivatives. The spatial variation of the region spanned by a finite element is completely 

determined when the solution for the nodal quantities is combined with the assumed field of the 

element. Thus in a piecewise manner, element by element, the final solution for the entire 

structure can be obtained and the field quantity is approximated. In order to improve the 

solution, one may increase the number of elements from which the mesh consists of (Cook et 

al., 2002; AF-2024 FEM course). 
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Figure 2-3: Simple 2D example of a mesh  

2.2.2.2 Advantages and disadvantages of finite element methods 

This section was based on personal knowledge and studying experience (AF-2024 FEM 

course), literature study (Cook et al., 2002) and to Paulino-introduction to FEM (cited in Olivier 

de Weck et al. 2004).Finite element analysis in comparison with most other corresponding 

numerical methods has strong advantages, which render it unique and significantly effective. 

In particular: 

� There is no geometric limitation. Body or region of any shape may be modelled and 

analysed. 

�  FEA is applicable to all kind of field problems, e.g. structural mechanics, heat transfer, 

fluid/flow problems (CFD, acoustics, and other fluid analysis), electromagnetic 

problems and countless more. 

� The FE-model, in its final form, is an accurate reproduction of the structure of analysis. 

� It is possible to model a body that consists of multiple components with different 

mechanical and structural behaviour, and different mathematical expression. 

Consequently, a FE-model might be composed by bar, beam, plate, cable and friction 

elements. 

� There is no restriction or limitation concerning the loading cases and the boundary 

conditions. This implies that any part of a body, which is under examination and 

analysis, may be supported with the assumed and defined condition, while any kind of 

loading case, concentrated or distributed loads, may apply to any other portion. 

� Isotropy is not a restriction problem for the material properties and they may change 

from element to element or even within the element. 

Element 

Node 
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� When it is required, judging from the nature and the physics of the field problem of 

interest, the approximate solution may be improved by changing the mesh, i.e. 

increasing the number of finite elements. 

Nonetheless, disadvantages underlie the finite element methods as well. It is possible one with 

little knowledge of the analysis method or of the nature of the problem, to use FEA with fatal 

consequences with regard to the results. Specifically: 

� Mistakes by the analyst might lead to modelling errors or to discretization errors. 

Misjudgements in terms of the geometry, material properties, boundary conditions, 

loading, and generally of the nature of the problem and the appropriate method and 

limitations might lead to embarrassing and disastrous results. 

� FEA obtains only approximate solutions. Even by increasing the number of finite 

elements of the mesh and thus the accuracy of the solution, it is still an approximation 

of reality. 

� A closed-form solution, which would permit the analyst to examine system response to 

changes in various parameters, is not produced. 

� Furthermore, wrong input data, inconsistent units, numerical errors, wrong element 

types and so on may lead to incorrect solution.  

� Finite element methods have “inherent” errors and problems associated to the basic 

concept which they use. In particular, the geometry is simplified, the field quantity is 

assumed to be a polynomial over an element (obviously not true), very simple 

integration techniques are used (Gauss Quadrature), the computer carries only a finite 

number of digits, numerical difficulties and so on. 

Conclusively, even though several numerical methods have emerged since FEA applied, in 

engineering and not only, until these days one may say with certainty that only FEM can 

appropriate all above attributes, yet judging from the drawbacks there is still space for 

improvement and research for more efficient FEA. 

2.2.2.3 Finite element analysis process 

When finite element analysis is transacted for the solution of a problem, a typical procedure is 

followed (Cook et al., 2002; AF-2024 FEM course). In terms of not only simplicity but also 

accuracy, the analysis process may be respectively described with the next steps, which are 

common to all such analysis, whether structural, heat transfer, fluid flow or some other problem: 

� Classification. It is necessary to identify the nature of the problem to be analysed, thus 

crucial questions arise. Which physical phenomena describe the problem? Are they 
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time-dependent or time-independent? (or equally, with respect to structural analysis, if 

the problem is dynamic or static). Linear or nonlinear approach of the analysis is 

required? What accuracy is expected for a satisfactory result? What extracted results are 

sought from analysis? Answering such questions would be a decisive first step for an 

efficient FEA and would provide the analyst with the appropriate information to carry 

out the analysis, model the problem and make the right method choices. 

� Modelling. After the physical nature of the problem has been understood, the model for 

the analysis may be devised. An analytical method is applied to mathematical model 

problem rather than to the respective physical one. Thus the analyst aims to simulate, 

from the actual physical model, the mathematical one in which the FEA will apply to. 

Noteworthy is the fact that FEA is simulation and not reality, thus if the mathematical 

model is inappropriate or inadequate, the FEA analysis despite maybe being very 

accurate, simultaneously is disorientated as to the actual physical model. To avoid such 

misjudging situation in modelling, the analyst seeks to represent the physical problem 

with sufficient accuracy and at the same time without complicating the procedure by 

including superfluous and dispensable information. Including only the essential features 

and the necessary details is adequate to succeed the basic aim of the analysis. 

Conclusively, it is valid to say that a geometric problem is idealized in a mathematical 

model when it is expressed approximately with differential equations and boundary 

conditions. 

� Discretization. The mathematical model is transformed into a mesh of finite elements, 

see figure 2-4. Consequently a fully field quantity is represented by several elements 

connected in nodes, a piecewise continuous field, which is defined by nodal quantities 

and polynomial interpolation within the elements. Thus the field quantity becomes 

interpolated over the entire structure in a piecewise fashion.  

� Checking the results. It is essential to always check the extracted results and compare 

with the initial model requirements, the input data, and possible blunder though the 

analysis procedure. 
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Figure 2-4: A tapered bar discretized by three uniform two-node elements (Cook et al., 2002a). 

2.2.2.4 Typical procedure for finite element analysis using software program 

A practical FEA usually involves more than 10.000 degrees of freedom, thus the computation 

demands are so extensive that computer implementation is obligatory. Regardless the type of 

analysis that is being performed there are some certain steps, common for all problems, 

incorporated in commercial FE software packages (such a program is ABAQUS which was 

used for the FEA of this master thesis). As mentioned previously, the classification and the 

modelling are significant prerequisites for further analysis. 

Thereafter, a preliminary analysis should be performed. Before staring the meshing process, 

at least one initial solution is required, using simple analytical calculations, handbook formulas, 

adequate trustworthy previous solutions and generally any conveniently available means. This 

preliminary solution might be useful for the development of a better mathematical model and 

in retrospect it will be used to check the computed results from the FEA software (AF-2024 

FEM course, 2014).  

The analysis steps involving FEA software may be described as follows (Cook et al., 2002): 

� Pre-processing. Input data defining the geometry domain of the problem, establishing 

the geometric, section and material properties of the elements/segments, describing the 

connectivity of the elements (meshing the model), and finally defining the load 

patterns to be analysed as long as the load combinations for the different limit stages 

and the boundary conditions representing the physical constraints.  

At this point an initial FE-analysis should be carried out, followed by a convergence 

analysis in order to optimize the mesh size and the number, size and type of elements. 

The convergence analysis is necessary and critical as indeed and the accomplished 

model definition. On one side to obtain the less possible complex model providing at 

the same time satisfactory results, and on the other side to assure that the model 

represents the actual physical problem. 

Mathematical Finite Element Model 
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� Numerical analysis. The FE software generates automatically matrices that represent 

the behaviour of each element by assembling the governing algebraic equations and 

computes the nodal unknowns. More simply, the software combines the matrices and 

assembles one large matrix equation that represents the entire structure, and by solving 

it, the values of field quantities at nodes are determined. 

� Post-processing. Meaning the evaluation and the analysis of the extracted results. The 

FE software provides specific enhanced routines with which the solution and the values 

derived from it may be manipulated variously (print, sort, plot, graphically displayed 

and more). Examples of operations that can be accomplished with respect to solution 

and results include: 

i. Display of deformed shape. 

ii. Various stress distributions along various specified (by the analyst) cross 

sections or planes. 

iii. Animated dynamic behaviour of the model. 

iv. Coloured contour plots of temperature/stress. 

� Check the results. The crucial question the analyst should ask at this point is if the 

results “look right”. The knowledge about the nature of the investigated problem, and 

the sound engineering judgement in determining the rationality of the results is an 

objective of high importance. 

2.2.2.5 Scope of application of FEM 

What makes finite element methods widely acknowledged as one of the most efficient tools in 

the engineering world and not only, is the adoptability to any kind of field problems without 

geometrical or any other parametrical restrictions, such as boundary conditions, loading 

scenario and so on. A variety of sectors under the umbrella of engineering discipline (structural, 

mechanical, electrical, aeronautical, biomechanical, automotive industries, chemical, 

aerospace, telecommunications, nuclear, medical…) use FEA in design, research and 

development of their products. Several FEM packages provide the analyst with specific 

components such as thermal, structural, fluid and electromagnetic working environments for 

improvement reasons, in terms of design methodology, design process, modelling and analysis 

of the system. The different simulation options included in FEM programs enhance also the 

accuracy and reduce the associated computational time, which are crucial factors for even 

broader application area of FEM. 
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From the perspective of the analysis, FEM is applicable for structural analysis, thermal transfer 

analysis, fluid flow analysis, motion analysis, dynamic, static, linear and nonlinear analysis, 

and several more. Respectively, from operating loading point of view, FEM may simulate 

applied forces, temperatures, accelerations, components in contact and pressure in any multi-

physic problem. Obviously a complex model combining two or more of the aforesaid case 

analysis and loading scenario is possible to be simulated. Various examples may be mentioned 

for better understanding, such as: 

� Dynamic analysis of a bridge. 

� Effects of earthquake on a nuclear power plant. 

� A bullet impact on a body/field. 

� Simulation of vibrations of a train. 

� Electric signal propagation. 

� Static analysis of a cantilever. 

� Visualization of the asymmetric deformation of car crashing a wall. 

� Analysis of the implant-bone-compound in orthopaedic biomechanics. 

2.2.3 ABAQUS Software 

This section was based on the online manual for the software ABAQUS (ABAQUS manual, 

2014) and the compendium for Concrete structures, advances course, AF-2102, (Malm, 2014). 

2.2.3.1 Introduction to ABAQUS 

The finite element software, ABAQUS is a multi-physics program that is used in a wide area 

of engineering and not only. It consists of several parts. Abaqus CAE (Complete Abaqus 

Environment) is the platform for the graphical pre-process and post-process. With regard to 

structural analysis, two main solvers are available and the choice between them is based on the 

type of the considered analysis to be performed. In particular Abaqus Standard which is based 

on an implicit solver and Abaqus Explicit with an explicit solver respectively. The standard 

version is used for general purpose analysis providing solutions for linear and non-linear 

problems of civil engineering, while the Abaqus explicit is mainly used for high velocity 

dynamic cases. 

2.2.3.2 CAE  

Abaqus CAE id the platform where one may elaborate and manipulate the defined model. To 

define a model one may achieve it by drawing or importing a predefined geometry. Material 
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properties, loads, boundary conditions, constraints and interactions may be defined as well. 

Through Abaqus CAE the mesh implementation is done along with the result extraction and 

assessment. 
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2.3 Fibre reinforced concrete 

2.3.1 Historical background 

2.3.1.1 Ancient history 

“And Pharaoh commanded the same day the taskmasters of the people, and their officers, 

saying, yet shall no more give the people straw to make brick, as heretofore: let them go and 

gather straw for themselves” Bible. By reading bible it can be understood that the knowledge 

concerning fibres is old, but according to Mehta and Monteiro (2015) there is evidence that 

asbestos fibre were used even before bible and more precisely 5000 years ago. 

2.3.1.2 Modern history  

In modern history it can be seen that Berard already from 1874 claimed a patent for steel fibre 

reinforcement (Svenska Betongföreningen, 1997). But the first serious theoretical research on 

fibre reinforced concrete (FCR) was performed in early 1960´s by Romualdi and his colleagues 

that laid the foundations for the fibre technology knowledge we have until today (Romualdi and 

Batson, 1963; Romualdi and Mandel, 1964).  

2.3.2 Definition of fibre 

The name has to be defined and there is no difference in meaning between fiber and fibre. The 

difference is that “fiber” is preferred way of spelling in American English and “fibre” is 

preferred way of spelling in all the other English speaking countries (Grammarist, 2015). In the 

Swedish Standards Institute the spelling “fibre” is used.  

The historical review of fibres is made by Grammarist (2015). Until the second half of the 18th 

century both spellings were used on either sides of the Atlantic Ocean but then many British 

educators began to consider that the English words of Latin and French origin should keep the 

Latin and French form. The French way of spelling is fibre, from which the English word is 

derived and promoted as the standard way of spelling. But in the post- independence United 

States there were belief that French and Latin should be kept apart from the English language, 

so from around 1910 fibre is the spelling preferred in American English. In this thesis “fibre” 

will be used.  

Steel fibre reinforced concrete (SFRC) is composite material consisting of concrete (cement 

paste and aggregate) and discontinuous, short fibres. Concrete´s function is to hold the 

composite material, provide rigidity and strength but also to give protection from corrosion if 
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steel fibres are uses. The fibres have the function of spreading what is supposed to be major 

crack to micro cracks in the concrete (Svenska Betongföreningen, 1997).  

The steel fibres are “straight or deformed pieces of cold- drawn steel wire, straight or deformed 

cut sheet fibres, melt extracted fibres, shaved cold drawn wire fibres milled from steel blocks 

which are suitable to be homogeneously mixed into concrete or mortar” (Swedish Standards 

Institute, 2014). The dimension of the cross- section is usually 0,4- 1,0 mm and the length is 

used to be 15- 60 mm with a yield point of 500- 1500 MPa (Svenska Betongföreningen 1997). 

The polymer fibres are “straight or deformed pieces of extruded, oriented and cut material 

which are suitable to be homogeneously mixed into concrete or mortar” (Swedish Standards 

Institute, 2014). 

2.3.3 Types of steel fibres 

Steel fibres products are geometrically characterized by taking one dimension over the other. 

An aspect ratio or shape ratio is generated by taking length L over the equivalent diameter de 

(λ=L/de). The higher is the aspect ratio (λ) for same length, the smaller is the equivalent 

diameter, which is the thinner is the fibre, but also the higher λ is the more lightweight is the 

fibre (Sarzalejo et al., 2015). Different types of fibres with respect to the cross-sectional 

geometry and their length are available, see figures 2-5 and 2-6. In figure 2-7, three different 

types of steel fibres are illustrated (Bekaert, 2015). 

 
Figure 2-5: Typical cross-sectional geometries of fibres (Taken from Löfgren, p. 22) 
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The test is made on cylindrical (diameter 150 mm, height 300 mm) or on cubical (side 100 mm 

or 150 mm) specimen, the same type of test, according to EN 12390-3 cited in Sarzalejo et al. 

(2015), can also be done on ordinary plain concrete.  

 
Figure 2-8: Chart load vs. deformation at compressive tests, for concrete with different fibre dosages 

(Sarzalejo et al., 2015). 

Uniaxial direct tension: In Figure 2-9, two load curves are illustrated. In particular, curve (a) 

shows concrete with low and (b) with high fibre content. It can be observed that the uniaxial 

tension is strongly affected by the quantity of fibres. The affect is mainly in the phase that 

follows the first cracking. For the case presented here the behaviour turns into hardening fibres 

with length smaller than 13 mm and more than 2 % of the volume are used (Sarzalejo et al., 

2015).   
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Figure 2-9: Load curve (p) vs. deformation ( ) at tension tests, for concrete with low fibre dosage (a) and high 

fibre dosage (b) (Sarzalejo et al., 2015). 

Bending indirect tension: The test can be performed in many different ways, two ways are 

presented here, bending test on prismatic specimen (beam) and punching test on a circular or 

squared plate.   

� Beam bending test 

This type of testing aims to determine the toughness brought by the fibres to concrete. 

The toughness is defined as the strength, the energy distortion the material opposes 

during the breaking process, and the breaking process can be static, dynamic or after a 

shock. The two figures presented in Figure 2-10 presents the two way of performing the 

banding test on a beam, one test is the three-point load arrangement and the other one 

is a four-point load arrangement. The dimensions of the specimen (beam) and loading 

are differing among the many different standards.  In figure 2-11 from Sarzalejo et al. 

(2015) it can be observed that the increase of the fibre content also increases the ductility 

of the beam. According to study performed by Rana (2013) the “flexural bending 

strength can be increased of up to 3 times more compared to conventional concrete”. 

 
Figure 2-10: Configuration of flexural test with third point load arrangement (left) and four point load 

arrangement (right) (Sarzalejo et al., 2015). 

Notc
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Figure 2-11: Result comparison of fibre reinforced concrete flexural strength with different dosages 

(Sarzalejo et al., 2015). 

� Bending test on plate 

The bending test on a plate was firstly performed by the French Railways Company in 

1989 and then also codified (Sarzalejo et al., 2015). The bending test on plates are 

performed on circular or squared plate and is subjected to central concentrated load, the 

lowering of the load point is prearranged. It can be observed that the increase of the 

fibre content also increases the ductility of the plates (Sarzalejo et al., 2015). 

Shearing and torsion: When test on beams with fibre reinforcement had been performed, it 

was observed that the usage of fibres may replace totally or partially the stirrups or other shear 

reinforcement. There are several different formulations to determine shear strength of a beam; 

Formula 2.3.1 is used in Swedish Standards Institute (SIS). This formula is rather restrictive, 

but it is found to be most applicable Swedish Standards Institute (2014).  

 (2.3.4-1) 

Fatigue: The definition for fatigue strength: the progressive and localized structural damage 

that occurs when a certain material is subjected to cyclic loading. According Swedish Standard 

it can be assumed that addition of fibre improves the fatigue resistance (2014). According to 

Rana (2013) the steel fibre reinforcement increases the fatigue strength almost 1 ½ times. 

 Impact: They are several ways to make experiments on the behaviour of fibre reinforced 

concrete under impact. One way to do the experiment is to make drop- weight procedure. 

These experiments have been done and they show that the strength of steel fibre reinforced 

concrete (0,5%) increases by about 6- 7 times in comparison with plain concrete (Sarzalejo et 

al., 2015). The study performed by Rana (2013) shows that steel fibre reinforced concrete has 

“greater resistance to damage in case of a heavy impact”. 
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Abrasion resistance: By adding steel fibre to concrete the structure becomes more effective 

against abrasion and spalling (Rana, 2013). But according to Svenska Betongföreningen (1997) 

the abrasion resistance dos not increase when fibres are added to concrete, but that the risk for 

separation and irregular cracking decreases.    

Viscous deformation (creep): The test carried out so far does not show any difference between 

plain and steel fibre reinforced concrete when it comes to creep, compression prolonged in time 

(Sarzalejo et al., 2015). 

Short- term shrinkage (plastic): When water leaks, transforming from the liquid to the plastic 

state the plastic shrinkage cracking develops. By using synthetic fibre reinforcement the plastic 

shrinkage may be efficiently controlled (Sarzalejo et al., 2015). According to the study 

performed by Rana (2013) if steel fibre reinforcement is used the shrinkage cracks can be 

eliminated. 

Long- term shrinkage (hydraulic): Under the maturation of concrete the water leak goes on 

and causes volumetrically reduction, if that happen freely no tension would arise in the structure 

(Sarzalejo et al., 2015). If suitable quantity of steel microfibers is added to the mixture, it is 

possible to get out of this phenomenon that causes volumetric reduction (Sarzalejo et al., 2015). 

According to the study made by Rana (2013) if steel fibre reinforcement is used the “shrinkage 

cracks can be eliminated”. 

Freeze-resistance: Only by increasing the air void ratio it is possible to obtain a frost resistant 

fibre reinforced mixture with steel fibres, different test can be followed in order to obtain the 

resistance for freeze of a concrete (Sarzalejo et al., 2015). “Reinforced concretes with steel 

fibres, with suitable air contents show a very good resistance to freeze-thaw cycles in 

comparison with not reinforced concrete” (Massazza and Coppetti, Italicementi, 1991) cited in 

(Sarzalejo et al., 2015). 

Carbonation: The effect of carbonation on durability and mechanical properties of the concrete 

has been studied experimentally by Chi, et al. According to Chi et al. (2002) the tests showed 

that carbonation contributed to slightly increase the compressive strength, splitting strength but 

also the electrical resistivity increased. But in these test no fibres have been used, according to 

Sarzalejo et al., 2015 (2015) “the presence of fibres seems not to affect importantly the 

carbonation phenomenon as no increases of the depth of CO2 face have been notices.”  

Fibre corrosion: To examine effects on steel fibre reinforced concrete caused by the aggressive 

environment the Sarzalejo et al., 2015, (2015) tested two different cases, one with integral 

concrete is considered and the other when the concrete are pre cracked. In the first case the 

corrosion of steel fibres is restricted to the surface and properties of the structure are not 
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changed, it is just an aesthetic change.  In case with cracked specimen, the change of properties 

is depending on the crack width and depth. If the crack opening is larger than 0.1 mm but limited 

in depth then the capacity of the structure is not changed. The study made by Rana (2013) shows 

that the corrosion may affect the material but that it will be limited to certain areas.  

2.3.5 Physical properties of fibres 

In the following Table 2-1 the physical properties are stated for the most typical fibres. Even 

then the steel is going to be used as fibre during the modelling the purpose of the table is to 

provide an overall picture of the existing fibres but also give a feeling about the numbers that 

is stated in it.  
Table 2-1: Physical properties of different type of fibres, (Löfgren, p. 24). 

 

2.3.6 Current standard situation 

In European level, when designing for FRC, Eurocode (EN 1992-1-1, 2004) is used.  Sweden 

has developed its own National annex, (Swedish Standards Institute, 2014). “Both documents 

should be read in conjunction with each other for a full comprehension of the subject”, Swedish 

Standards Institute (2014). 
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2.3.7 Manufacturing and design moulded structures using fibres 

All information contained in this section was derived from the manufacturing part of SFRC in 

Svenska Betongföreningen (1997). 

The mass of concrete should be of highest quality, maximum aggregate size used should be 

between 12 and 16 mm, but if slim cross sections are to be built 8 mm aggregate size is 

recommended. It needs to be noticed that the steel fibre involvement is increasing the stiffness 

of the concrete but its workability decreases. Plasticizers may also be used, which are added 

first after the steel fibres have been added to the mixture. It is recommended to add fibres 

already at the ready mix concrete plant or with special mixing equipment to the mixer truck in 

the factory or on the site. The mixing should not stop until fibres are well distributed in the 

concrete mass. To add fibres by hand on the site is not recommended. Concrete bucked is 

usually used when steel fibre reinforced concrete is caste, but pumping may also occur. Suitable 

pumping equipment need to be used when steel fibre concrete is pumped, but it must be tested 

for the actual mixture before usage. The vibrating time shall be tested in advance in order to 

prevent segregation that could lead to material where the steel fibre may only be found in 

bottom of the mould. Care should be taken when handheld vibrators are used; if this vibrator is 

drawn through the mixture an unreinforced zone may be created. The risk of cracking becomes 

higher in that zone. Thereof surface vibration shall be used in order to prevent sticking up of 

fibres. The risk of cracking in the surface may be prevented by usage of vacuuming, usage of 

shrinkage-inhabiting additive and good hardening of concrete. The positioning of construction 

joints should be made in consultation with the designer. Flexural and/ or tensile stressed joints 

are usually in need of reinforcing rod in order to be able to make power transfer.  

2.3.8 Applications of fibre reinforced concrete 

Fibre reinforced concrete is a more and more accepted solution for many different purposes and 

can be an alternative or a complement to current solutions. Fibre reinforcement can be used 

everything from adding it to top layer to prevent the cracking but it can also be used for 

structural purposes, hereafter some projects will be classified after: 

Fibre as complement: 

� Added in top layer in order to prevent cracking, many projects can be reference for this 

usage of SFRC. 
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� Tunnels are sprayed with fibre reinforced concrete (shotcrete) for example to prevent 

stones from falling but also to save money when no formwork is needed, many projects 

can be reference for this usage of SFRC. 

Fibre as structural solution: 

� Stadium in Debrecen, Hungary opened at 2014, where the shear reinforcement was 

replaced with fibre (Innoteka, 2014). 

� ABB`s transformer stations, in some parts of the station no conventional reinforcement 

has been used, it´s replaced with fibre (Innoteka, 2014). 

� 16-floor building with 18 elevated slabs was made of SFRC in Tallinn, 2008 (Severstal-

metiz 2015). 

2.3.9 Post-cracking behaviour of fibre reinforced concrete 

There are several factors that may affect the post crack behaviour of FRC. Some vital factors 

that should be mentioned are: a) the type of fibres, b) the quantity of fibres, c) the concrete that 

is used and d) the implementation method from when fibres and concrete are mixed to the 

casting of the concrete and all the relevant aspects. The post-cracking behaviour of FRC may 

change the material property in compression, tension and shear.  

In figure 2-12 it may be observed that the post-cracking tensile behaviour of a composite 

material can have a softening but also hardening behaviour. In the hardening mode multiple 

cracks may occur and still the material is capable of taking more loading before the final failure, 

while in the softening mode the strength is reduced after the first crack and are not allowing 

further cracks. The steel fibre reinforcement may increase the capacity. 
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Figure 2-12: Post-cracking behaviour of FRC in tension. (Jansson, 2008). 

2.3.9.1 Compressive behaviour  

Steel fibre reinforcement works both at macro and micro level, see figure 2-13. The energy 

absorption of the fibre reinforced concrete increases at the macro-level where the fibres control 

the crack opening.  

Compressive strength increases slightly when steel fibres are used, while they prevent the 

development of micro cracks. However in design this increase is not considered. The main 

purpose of steel fibre reinforcement is to increase the energy absorption capacity of the mixture 

after the macro cracking occurred but as already mentioned fibres are already working at the 

micro level (Neves, 2005). 

The number of fibres in a mixture mirrors the ability to control the growth of the micro cracking, 

thus the more fibres that are used in a mixture the higher the probability is that a fibre is 

capturing the development of micro crack (Neves et al, 2005). In the specific case of stiff fibre 

usage, fibres that are well bounded to the matrix, the micro crack development may be 

prevented, but on the other hand the addition of fibres can result in higher voidage (Neves et al, 

2005).  

In a mixture the voids may be seen as defects from where the micro cracks may start. The 

influence from FRC on compressive strength may be seen as a balance between additional voids 

caused by them and counteraction of micro cracks by fibres (Naves et al, 2005). The change of 

concrete compressive strength depends on the used type of fibre, the volume of the frication 

added, the properties and size of fibres and the properties of the mixture, according to Löfgren 

(2005). 
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fibres to prevent plastic shrinkage of the concrete and the steel fibres for structural purposes. 

According to Dossland (2008) for most applications the fibre reinforcement volume is less than 

1%. 
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3.2 Geometry 

The examined body consists of a concrete slab with its bottom surface mounted in intimate 

contact with a noise insulation substrate, which in turn rests on the ground. Dimension details 

are presented in table 3-1. 

Table 3-1: Geometrical details of the track slab system. 

Part Length X-axis (mm) Width Y-axis (mm) Thickness Z-axis (mm) 
Concrete slab 24000 2400 350 
Insulation substrate 24000 2400 25 

3.3 Loading model 

In this section loading aspects about the evaluation of the track slab are discussed. The applied 

load quantities are mainly separated in permanent and variable. In order to efficiently assess the 

static behaviour of the track slab in terms of internal forces and deformations, critical sections 

and positions along its concrete top surface were chosen for the applied loads. 

3.3.1 Permanent loads 

The permanent loads that applied for the static analysis of the track slab are the self-weight of 

the concrete slab, the insulation substrate and the pavement with specific properties as presented 

in table 3-2. 
Table 3-2: Permanent load quantities 

Part Thickness (m) Density (Kg/m3) Load intensity (kN/m2) 
Concrete slab 0,35 2500 8,75 
Insulation substrate 0,025 400 0,1 
Pavement 0,180 2300 4,14 

3.3.2 Variable loads 

Tram model A36 (Axellaster A36, 2015) and typical vehicle type n (TRVK, 2013a) as 

illustrated in figures 3-2, 3-3 and 3.4 respectively, were selected as traffic loads to simulate the 

variable action on the track slab. Both loading types were chosen accordingly to obtain the most 

unfavourable effect with respect to internal forces and deformations. These two variable loads 

were treated mutually exclusively. 

The load of the tram is transferred through point loads acting straight on the rails. Thus, the 

rails transfer the resulting loads to the track slab. Nevertheless the rails were not simulated and 

several distributed loads represented their effect on the track slab. The rail load distribution was 
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set to 0.4 m longitudinally and 0.18 m transversally. The centre distance between the axles of 

the tram, as illustrated in figure 3-3, is 1435 mm (Axellaster A36, 2015) and the longitudinal 

distances as presented in the attached figure 3-2. 

Figure 3-2: Longitudinal axle distance (m) and loads (kN) (Axellaster A36, 2015). 

 
Figure 3-3: Centre axle distance (mm) (Axellaster A36, 2015)

The total load of the considered vehicle was 336 kN, distributed over 10 wheels, and was 

calculated, for load class BK2 (Legal loading, 2010a), non-driving tandem axle system (EN 

1991-2, 2003, p. 35) with B value equal to 160 kN (Legal loading, 2010b). The wheels of axles 

(1) (2) and (3) had a load of 44 kN each, the wheels of axle (4) had 26.4 kN and of axle (5) 9.6 

kN each respectively. All vehicle wheels are considered to have the same surface area in contact 

with the slab and more specific 0.2 m load distribution longitudinally and 0.3 m transversally 

(TRVK 2013b). For a typical vehicle the centre distance of the axles may vary from 1700 mm 

to 2300 mm (TRVK, 2013b). For this particular case and taking under consideration the width 

of the concrete slab along with the regulation compliance, the respective axle centre distance 

was assumed to be 1800 mm. The longitudinal distances are presented in figure 3-4. 

3.3 9.6 3.3 5 8.675 9.6 
39.475 

1.85 1.85 1.851.851.85
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Figure 3-6: Traffic load lines: Line 1 for tram and vehicle load definition. Lines 2, 3 and 4 define vehicle 

loading only. 

ii. For each traffic load and along each load line critical positions were defined. For the 

tram a single position, centrically in the longitudinal direction of the slab, was 

determined to be adequate, see figure 3-7.  

 
Figure 3-7: Tram’s critical position. 

 Obviously no other directional line for the tram, need to be considered.  Regarding the 

vehicle, for each longitudinal load line six different positions were defined, including a 

case of two vehicles loading the track slab simultaneously, see figure 3-8. 
 

 
Figure 3-8: Longitudinal vehicle’s critical positions on the slab.

 

Transversally one case was considered, loading the centre of the track slab with the most 

severe part of two vehicles together, as illustrated in figure 3-9. 

 
 

Line 2 

Line 1 

Line 3 

Lines 4 

Line 1 Line 2 Line 3 

Lines 4 

Line 1 
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Figure 3-9: Transversal vehicle’s critical position. 

3.3.4 Combination of actions 

In order to determine the most suitable combinations of actions, the respective parameters, and 

define important assumptions and variables for ULS and SLS design, an extensive literature 

study of European (EN 1990, 2002; EN 1991-2, 2003) and Swedish (TRVFS 2011:12) 

standards was performed. The obtained information is classified by source origin as follows: 

� Eurocode: Basis of structural design, 2002 – EN 1990: 

The design working life for structures relevant to the one considered in this thesis was specified 

to be 50 years, which corresponds to category 4, table 2.1. Persistent and transient design 

situations were selected, according to section 3.2, considering the function of the track slab that 

is required to fulfil, which refer to normal use conditions and applicable temporary conditions 

respectively. 

The actions applied in the structure are classified, by their variation in time, as permanent (G) 

and variable (Q) actions. They have been analysed extensively in section 3.3 – Loading model, 

regarding this thesis and for general purposes one may find information in EN – 1990, 2002, 

section 4. 

Ultimate and serviceability are the limit states for which the analysis of the track slab is 

performed. Design in ULS for people’s safety reasons and therefore for the structure’s safety 

and integrity. The importance of people’s comfort, the durability and functioning of the 

structure and the tram are aspects that SLS concerns about. The design should verify that none 

of the design values exceed the considered limit states. More information may be found in 

section 3 of the respective standards. 

The equation (6.10_b), according to Eurocode (Table A 1.2(B)) and TRVFS (table A 2.4(B)S), 

was used for ULS. For SLS the equation (6.14_b – characteristic combination) was determined 

to be the appropriate one, considering that some effects of actions that might exceed the 

requirements of this limit will remain after the actions are removed (1.5.2.14.1; table A2.6). 

� Eurocode 1 (Actions on structures-Part 2: Traffic loads on bridges, 2003 - EN 1991-2): 

The static analysis of the track slab included vertical distributed loads, over the entire concrete 

upper surface of the slab or in parts of it, and according to the table 2.1 of EN 1991-2, the LM1 

traffic load model was chosen, as it is commonly used to cover traffic effects for general 

verifications. Therefore the group of traffic loads gr1a, was indicated from table 4.4a. 

� Trafikverkets författningssamling, 2011 – 2012, TRVFS 2011:12 
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One may never omit the national annexes and regulations during an analysis and this thesis was 

not an exception. Therefore following the respective contained instructions safety class 2 was 

determined through the section 1 - paragraph 7 of the standards, for normal risk of personal 

injuries. Consequently the partial factor γd was set equal to 0.91, section 1 – paragraph 11. 

Moreover, in order to include the dynamic effects of the implemented actions on the track slab, 

according to TRVFS 2011:12, section 6 – paragraph 3, every traffic point load should be 

increased by 20% (γD). Finally the Ψi factors for a typical vehicle were obtained as illustrated 

in section 7 - table a.  

3.4 Boundary conditions 

A crucial parameter for the reliability of the simulations was the proper definition of the soil 

properties, in terms of modulus of subgrade reaction k along with stiffness ratio between 

concrete slab and the underlying layers of the considered system. The problem lies in the 

inelastic behaviour of unbound materials, which in reality increase their stiffness with 

increasing loading. Stiffness values may be found in literature, where their high time-

dependency is observed. For the particular case of this thesis, while short-time loading is mainly 

considered (traffic loading), the stiffness value is higher than long-time loading (Silfwerbrand 

and Sundquist, 2015). According to Silfwerbrand’s proposal, a representative value of modulus 

of elasticity for the considered case is 350 to 450 MPa, thus a value of 400 MPa was chosen. In 

order to define the subgrade reaction k in compliance with the Swedish design, the 

transformation equation for a three layer system proposed by Eisenmann (cited in Silfwerbrand 

and Sundquist, 2015) was used: 

   (3.4-1) 

   (3.4-2) 

   (3.4-3) 

    (3.4-4) 

where, Eu = 400 MPa (modulus of elasticity of subgrade), E1 = 34 GPa (modulus of elasticity 

of concrete), E2 = 0.26 MPa (modulus of elasticity of base layer), h1 = 350 mm (concrete 

thickness) and h2 = 25 mm (base layer thickness). Noticeable is the fact that all the estimations 

of the subgrade stiffness are approximations, but since the influence on the resulted flexural 

moments remains in low levels, the approximations are used for the actual design.  
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3.5 Structural analysis 

The determination of the effects of loading actions on structures and their components is called 

structural analysis, and incorporates the principles of mechanics, mathematics and material 

science to calculate internal forces, deformations, support forces, stresses, stability of a structure 

and so on. That was the procedure followed for the determination of the reinforcement in ULS 

and SLS that was needed for the design of the track slab subjected to the considered 

combination of actions. Thereafter the required amount of reinforcement was specified.  

3.5.1 Linear elastic analysis 

Thus, a linear elastic analysis, using FEM, to observe the static behaviour of the track slab, in 

ULS and SLS, was performed based mainly on the following assumptions (Nilsson et al., 2012; 

EN 1992.1.1, 2004): 

I. The strains in the material are small (linear). 

II. Hooke’s law  is valid, the stress is proportional to strain, i.e. the materials are 

ideally elastic. 

III. The materials return to their original state when the load is removed and the loading 

path is the same as the unloading path (elastic) see figure 3-10. 

 
Figure 3-10: linear elastic σ-ε relationship and loading/unloading path. 

IV. Bernoulli-Euler’s hypothesis that plain sections remain plain at beam bending. 

V. Materials are homogeneous and isotropic. 

VI. Mean value of the modulus of elasticity is used. 

3.5.2 Internal forces required for design 

For the verification of the track slab the following section forces were extracted from the 

FEA; for positive directions see figure 3-11: 

� Bending moment about Y-axis (Mx), for ULS combination of actions 

� Bending moment about Y-axis (Mx), for SLS combination of actions 

� Bending moment about X-axis (My), for ULS combination of actions 
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The model was created according to ABAQUS manual (2014), and the compendium from 

concrete structures, advanced course (Malm, 2014). 

3.7.1 FE-model assembling 

The coordinate system that was used for the 3D model, and the one that is referred to throughout 

the thesis, was the X-axis in the longitudinal direction of the track slab, the Y-axis in the 

transversal direction of the track slab and the Z-axis in the vertical direction, see figure 3-12.  

 
Figure 3-12: The model was created with corresponding global coordinate system 

 

A step-by-step procedure of how the model was defined is shown below: 

I. Part module 

Thereafter the parts, from which the track slab consists of, were created. For the simulation of 

the concrete slab and the insulation substrate, a 3D deformable planar shell part and a 3D 

deformable solid extrusion part were introduced respectively. Simulating the concrete slab with 

shell elements, the advantage of direct extraction of section forces was exploited. This was in 

comparison with solid elements where section forces as output information was not supported. 

II. Property module 

The next step was to define the appropriate material properties and assign them to the 

corresponding part sections. Both were simulated defining density, modulus of elasticity and 

Poisson’s ratio, while for the concrete part an expansion coefficient α from Eurocode section 

3.1.3(5) (EN 1992.1.1, 2004) was included additionally, according to table 3-3.  

III. Assembly module 

The parts are placed accordingly, regarding their actual position in the model, through assembly 

module and the “create instance” tool 

 

. 
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IV. Step module 

Through the step module the implementation of the loading cases is achieved. In particular, 60 

steps were created, each one of them representing an individual loading position of the 

considered traffic actions, for both ultimate and serviceability limit states. Static, general 

procedure type, as a step definition in Abaqus was chosen for all of them. Defining field output 

provided the feature of selecting the result data that were needed to be calculated from the 

analysis and in particular the section forces and the vertical transformation of the model. For 

the present thesis the history output was not crucial to be defined and the default request was 

used.  

V. Interaction module 

The next step was to define the contact interactions between concrete slab, insulation substrate 

and subgrade layer. Firstly the contact between the concrete slab and the noise insulation 

substrate was simulated using a tie constraint. For the simulation of the subgrade the “Elastic 

Foundation” option was implemented, thought the interaction tool to the bottom of the system, 

by defining its stiffness, in terms of the subgrade reaction k, see section 3.4 for more details. 

VI. Load module 

In this step the considered permanent and variable loads of the model, along with the boundary 

conditions were defined. In particular, there were 2 plus 134 loads for the simulation of the 

permanent and the traffic actions respectively. Each one of them was modified according to the 

equation used for ULS and SLS and after was assigned to the respective step (from the step 

module). 

With respect to the boundary conditions, as it has already been determined in the vertical 

direction with the Elastic Foundation (interaction module) the bottom surface of the insulation 

substrate was restrained also in the longitudinal and transversal direction, see figure 3-13. 

 
Figure 3-13: Bottom of the track slab: the centre line in X and Y direction was restrained. 

VII. Mesh module 

The final step before the simulation analysis was to be assigned a fine mesh to the model. That 

was achieved using shell elements for the concrete slab (S4R) and 3D stress - solid elements 
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(C3D8R) for the noise insulation layer. The maximum size of the element was set to 0.2 m, see 

figure 3-14. 

 
Figure 3-14: Mesh of the model. 

VIII. Job and visualization modules 

Through the job module it was defined the simulation to be performed. The visualization 

module provides all the requested output data in forms of contours, plots and more options as 

demanded. 

3.7.2 Quality assurance 

To ensure the quality and accuracy of the assembled model, vital parameters were manipulated 

in more than one different manner and compared between them. Also vital output of the model 

were compared with the respective, hand calculated, values.  

3.7.2.1 Total mass of the model 

Mass and geometry properties of the model were extracted from ABAQUS by using the query 

tool. The obtained results were compared with simple hand calculations.  

3.7.2.2 Elastic foundation VS spring system 

ABAQUS provides the user with the option of “Elastic Foundation” in order to simulate the 

effects of the subgrade soil support and reaction without modelling the actual geometry or any 

other details of the support (Abaqus manual, 2014). However it is not mentioned clearly what 

is the mechanism behind this type of foundation modelling, in terms of subgrade modelling of 

a slab-on-grade. Two well-known methods are the Winkler foundation and the elastic half-

space. The easiest way to model the subgrade is to replace it by a significant large number or 

springs, where the subgrade reaction on the slab at a random point is proportional to the slab 

displacement at the same point (Silfwerbrand and Sundquist, 2015): 

Planar shell concrete slab 

“Solid” insulation 
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   (3.7.2.2-1) 

Where, p = subgrade reaction on the slab, w = slab displacement and k is the modulus of 

subgrade reaction. 

To rationalize the choice of “Elastic Foundation” in the current thesis two different models were 

compared. The first model using the “Elastic Foundation” option applied in the bottom surface 

of the insulation substrate, and the other using the Winkler foundation, which was modelled by 

introducing a spring-system connected to the same surface. For both cases the same stiffness 

(see section 3.4) and loading properties, see figure 3-15 (a fictitious transversally distributed 

load strip of total force 100 kN and thickness of 0.4 m in the centre of the concrete slab), were 

used. Thereafter vital output data were compared. In particular moments and shear forces of the 

centre line of the track slab, longitudinally and transversally, and vertical displacement along 

the longitudinal centre section. 

 
Figure 3-15: Load configuration foundation models. 

3.7.2.3 Point load VS distributed load 

In order to avoid unwanted effects of stress concentrations, singularities and infinite local 

stresses in the model, due to concentrated point loads (as representation of the traffic wheels) 

distributed loads where used instead. However a comparison between these two respective 

models was performed, in terms of the effect on vital output of the analysis, i.e. moment, shear 

force and vertical displacement. For the comparison the distributed load presented in figure 3-

15 and a respective concentrated load acting in the middle of the slab were used. 

3.7.2.4 Verification of model 

In order to assess the model with respect to realistic representation of the different material 

layers interaction a simple hand calculation was performed and compared with the respective 

output data from Abaqus analysis. In particular, and due to the difficulty to obtain a hand 

calculated solution for the practical case of the thesis, a concrete slab-on-grade, interacting 

straight with the ground, was loaded centrically with a concentrated force. The displacement 

under the load was measured and compared with the respective result from Timoshenko’s 

equation (1959), which is valid for a theoretical plate with infinite extension: 

Load strip: 100 kN 
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    (3.7.2.4-1) 

where: 

 displacement under point load  

 point load 

  the elastic radius of rigidity 

  flexural rigidity of the concrete slab 

 subgrade reaction  

 modulus of elasticity of concrete 

 slab thickness 

 Poisson’s ratio 

In order to increase the accuracy of this assessment, a square concrete slab with 24 m side, was 

simulated, in order to represent the “infinite extension” of Timoshenko’s theory. 

3.7.2.5 Convergence analysis 

To assess the influence of the mesh properties, in terms of element size and geometric order, 

convergence analysis concerning the observed results was performed. The analysis was 

performed for the permanent actions on the track slab and a distributed load strip in the centre 

of the concrete slab. The quantities studied were the resulting moment Mx and the vertical 

deformation UT3 along the longitudinal centre line of the concrete slab. Three different mesh 

densities were analysed with element size 0.1 m 0.2 m and 0.4 m, while linear geometric order 

was considered for this part of the convergence analysis. Later on for a specific mesh density, 

the same quantities were studied but for different geometric order, linear and quadratic. The 

final mesh and element type were chosen with consideration to the result of the convergence 

analyses, considering at the same time the computational time. 

3.7.3 Design internal forces 

As mentioned to section 3.5.2, moments, shear forces and vertical deformations in longitudinal 

and transversal direction of the track slab were the considered quantities needed for the design. 

According to ABAQUS manual (2014) the notations of the software that represent the 

respective quantities are: 

� Bending moment about Y-axis (Mx): SM1 

� Bending moment about X-axis (My): SM2 
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� Shear force along X-axis (Fx): SF4 

� Shear force along Y-axis (Fy): SF5 

� Vertical deformation: UT3 

For the extraction of the design internal forces the following procedure was used: 

i. The FEA was performed according to the respective aforementioned methodology. 

ii. “Create field output from frames” tool was used in order to combine results from 

different steps. In particular, the steps that represented the different load positions along 

the same load traffic line were combined. Also note that this was repeated for 

combination of actions in ULS and in SLS respectively. 

iii. Afterwards using the tool “Path” the most severe and crucial sections were defined 

according to the resulted contours of the combined results, longitudinally and 

transversally. All the cases are presented analytically in Appendix B. 

iv. Next the respective envelopes of design internal forces, along each path, were plotted. 

For detailed results see Appendix B.  

v. Finally maximum absolute single design values of the internal forces, for the 

corresponding limit states, were determined. 

Note that for the results of the vertical displacement of the track slab, identical process was 

followed. For the critical longitudinal and transversal sections where the vertical deformation 

of the track slab was observed see figures 3-16 and 3-17.  

 
Figure 3-16: Longitudinal sections for the displacement definition. 

 
Figure 3-17: Transversal sections for the displacement definition. 
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3.8 Conventional bar reinforcement 

The track slab was verified in ULS for bending moment resistance and shear resistance, in 

longitudinal and transversal direction. Stress limitation and crack control were the serviceability 

limit states that were considered for the assessment of the track slab. The design of the track 

slab using conventional reinforcement was performed in accordance with Eurocode 2 (EN 

1992-1-1:2004) and Swedish standard (TRVK, 2011; TRVFS, 2011:12; SS812310:2014). All 

the parameters that affected the design process were defined accordingly as well. In this section 

all formulas, tables and parameters are derived from EN 1992-1-1:2004, otherwise a detailed 

origin reference is mentioned.  

3.8.1 Environmental and material parameters 

According to table 4.1 the considered exposure class was XD3, due to risk of corrosion in the 

reinforcement, and XF4, due to the risk of having frost damage in the concrete. In table E.1N 

the minimum strength class for the concrete was defined as C35/45 in compliance with the 

exposure classes and steel of quality B500B was used as well. Note also that the maximum 

cement/water ratio was set equal to w/cmax = 0.40 (corresponding concrete compressive strength 

equal to 60 – 65 MPa), and the rebar diameter was assumed to be 12 mm. The basic respective 

material properties are mentioned in section 3.6 of the thesis. The design values for concrete 

and steel were calculated by reducing their initial strengths with the use of partial factors (Table 

2.1N), see tables 3-4 and 3-5.  
Table 3-4: Material partial factors. 

Design situation Concrete, γc Steel γs Moduli of Elasticity γcE 
Persistent/transient 1,5 1,15 1,2 

SLS 1 1 1 
 

Table 3-5: Material Design values (According to Eurocode 2: SS-EN 1992-1-1). 

Material design values 
Concrete Steel 

fcd fctm fctk,0.05 fctd Ecd fyd Esd 

23.33 3.2 2.2 1.467 28333 434.783 200000 
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3.8.2 Concrete cover 

The concrete cover was calculated (section 4.4.1.1 of EN 1992.1.1, 2004; chapter 21:4§ table 

(a) of TRVFS, 2011:12) as follows: 

   (3.8.2-1) 

The minimum cover shall satisfy the requirements for both environmental and bond conditions 

and is determined as: 

 (3.8.2-2) 

The factor  represents an addition that is used in order to allow the deviation in design. 

Practically the designer is taking into account the difficulty to implement the reinforcement of 

a structure with millimetre accuracy, especially when an accurate measurement device is not 

used. Thus, the minimum cover required was increased by the value of the recommended 

deviation, i.e. 10 mm.  

3.8.3 Minimum and maximum spacing of bars 

The minimum spacing of the bars was calculated equal to 37 mm according to EC2 8.2(2): 

   (3.8.3-1) 

The maximum spacing of the bars, for expected concentrated loads was calculated according to 

9.3.1.1(3): 

   (3.8.3-2) 

3.8.4 Minimum and maximum reinforcement area 

The minimum area of reinforcement, As.min, in the slab was calculated according to the EC2 

7.3.2: 

  (3.8.4-1) 

The value of σs was taken as the yield strength of the reinforcement fyk. Coefficient k with 

simple interpolation was calculated equal to 0.965 and  was taken as fctm. The factor   

was calculated according to formula (7.2) of EC2, for axial force  equal to 0.4.  
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3.8.5 Ultimate limit state design 

3.8.5.1 Bending resistance 

The design of the track slab for bending resistance was performed according to the manual for 

the design of reinforced concrete building structures, section 5.2.4 (EC2 Manual, 2000). The 

basis of the design process is presented in this section. 

The area of tension reinforcement is given by: 

   (3.8.5.1-1) 

where: 

 factor which takes into account the moment distribution based of value of 

, (figure 5.5 from EC2 manual and  = 1000 mm of the slab’s width, 

d = effective height of the slab and fck of the concrete. 

After the required amount of reinforcement was calculated, the number of bars in the tension 

zone of the track slab was defined as:  

    (3.8.5.1-2) 

    (3.8.5.1-3) 

where: 

The effective height of the slab is given by: 

Longitudinal direction:    (3.8.5.1-4) 

Transversal direction:  (3.8.5.1-5) 

Note that regarding the direction (longitudinal or transversal) and the surface (bottom of top) 

of the track slab that was designed, the respective design values, cross-section properties and 

dimensions along with the correct geometric parameters were chosen wisely. 

3.8.5.2 Shear resistance 

The design for shear resistance was performed according to EC2 6.2.2. The shear capacity of 

the concrete section is given by: 

 (3.8.5.2-1) 

where: 

   recommended value  
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  size factor 

  geometric reinforcement ratio 

   0.15 (recommended) 

    

 recommended  

The shear capacity of the unreinforced concrete section was compared with the design value 

 in order to determine the need for shear reinforcement. 

3.8.6 Serviceability limit state design 

Stress limitation and crack control were the two serviceability limit state considered for the 

design of the track slab under the respective conditions. The design was based on EC2 sections 

7, while as design forces where given from the static analysis in SLS. Creep effects are taken 

into consideration through a reduction factor  of the modulus of elasticity of the concrete 

according to figure 3.1 of EC2 for relative humidity 80%. The principles of the design analysis 

are discussed in this section of the thesis. 

3.8.6.1 Stress limitation 

Chapter 7.2 of EC2 refers to the stress limitation of the concrete and reinforcing steel that must 

be satisfied. In particular, the compressive stresses should be limited (especially in the absence 

of other effective measurement) to avoid longitudinal cracks. Furthermore the tensile strength 

in the reinforcement should be limited for the cracking to be considered acceptable with regard 

to the appearance. 

The track slab was designed in both directions, using the corresponding parameters depending 

on the spanning direction, and the most severe design values were chosen with regard the 

surface (bottom or top of the concrete slab) that occurred. The elasticity theory was the basis of 

the following procedure which was performed in stage Ι (un-cracked) for plain and reinforced 

concrete and in stage II (cracked). 

The geometric reinforcement ratio based on the amount of reinforcement that was calculated 

from ULS was given by the equation: 

    (3.8.6.1-1) 

The effective modulus of elasticity of concrete, Ecd,eff, is given by EC2 formula (5.27): 
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   (3.8.6.1-2) 

The ratio of modulus of elasticity of the reinforcing steel to that of the concrete is given by: 

    (3.8.6.1-3) 

Stage I: Plain concrete 

The compressive zone was obtained to middle of the cross section: 

     (3.8.6.1-4) 

The moment of inertia was given by:  

    (3.8.6.1-5) 

The stress in the tensile edge of the concrete was given by:  

   (3.8.6.1-6) 

Thus, the stresses should not exceed the maximum allowed stress that the concrete can take, 

which were calculated as: 

   (3.8.6.1-7) 

where: 

ζ crack safety factor (TRVFS, 2011:12: section 21:12§: table c) 

Stage I: reinforced concrete 

The compressive zone for the considered reinforced cross-section was calculated: 

   (3.8.6.1-8) 

and the respective moment of inertia was given by: 

 (3.8.6.1-9) 

Stress in the compressive and tensile edge of the concrete respectively: 

   (3.8.6.1-10) 

and 

   (3.8.6.1-11) 

The stresses in concrete, in the level of steel were calculated as:  

  (3.8.6.1-12) 

and thus the stresses in the reinforcement were given by: 

   (3.8.6.1-13) 

The maximum stress allowed in the concrete was calculated according to following formula:  
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   (3.8.6.1-14) 

where: 

 = 0.6, recommended value from EC2 7.2(2) 

The maximum tensile stresses allowed in the reinforcement were calculated as:  

   (3.8.6.1-15) 

where: 

 = 0.8, recommended value from EC2 7.2(5) 

Stage II (cracked) 

Factor ξ, which represents the relative position of the neutral axis of the cross section, was 

introduced (Ansell et al., 2013):  

  (3.8.6.1-16) 

Thus, the compressive zone for cracked concrete in stage II was given by:   

    (3.8.6.1-17) 

The compressive stress in the cracked concrete and its respective limitation were calculated 

as:  

   (3.8.6.1-18) 

and 

   (3.8.6.1-19) 

3.8.6.2 Crack control 

In this section control of cracking was checked according to EC2 7.3.4, by direct calculation of 

the crack widths. The maximum limit for the cracks was chosen equal to 0.2 mm according to 

the Swedish requirements and for the considered exposure class (TRVFS 2011:12 section 21). 

In particular the crack width was given by the expression: 

   (3.8.6.2-1) 

where: 

 maximum crack spacing 

 mean strain in the concrete between cracks 

 mean strain in the reinforcement taking into account the effects of tension 

stiffening. Only the additional tensile strain beyond the state of zero strain of the 

concrete at the same level is considered 
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A preliminary check regarding the cracking moment was performed by comparing the 

respective design moment: 

   (3.8.6.2-2) 

If further checking is required the following process was applied. In particular, the effective 

modulus of elasticity of concrete and the height of the compression zone for cracked section 

were used. Thereafter, the effective area of concrete in tension, surrounding the steel 

reinforcement was calculated as:  

   (3.8.6.2-3) 

where: 

 , effective depth according to EC2 figure 7.1 

Thereafter the maximum crack spacing was calculated with the expression: 

  (3.8.6.2-4) 

where: 

 = , recommended by EC2 7.3.4 (3)  

 = 0.8 for high bond bars, EC2 7.3.4 (3) 

 = 0.5 for bending, EC2 7.3.4 (3) 

 = 0.425, recommended by EC2 7.3.4 (3) 

 = , effective reinforcement ratio 

The expression for the derivation of the strain difference  was used: 

  (3.8.6.2-5) 

where: 

 = 0.4 for long term loading 

 , stress in tension reinforcement assuming a cracked section 

Introducing the parameters  and  the strain difference expression was formulated as:  

   (3.8.6.2-6) 

and the steel stress that represents the limit to which cracking occurred as: 

  (3.8.6.2-7) 
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while: 

    (3.8.6.2-8) 

    (3.8.6.2-9) 

    (3.8.6.2-10) 

If the cracking stress of steel is not exceeded there is no risk for cracking. In opposite case the 

maximum crack width is calculated according to equation (3.8.6.2-1) which must fulfil the 

following expression: 

   (3.8.6.2-11) 

3.9 Steel fibre reinforced concrete 

For the design of the track slab using SFRC, with or without bar reinforcement contribution, 

the Swedish standard SS812310:2014 (Swedish Standard Institute, 2014), Eurocode 

regulations, along with the referred literature, expert’s advices and personal knowledge and 

skills, were used as a guide. All the parameters that affected the design process were defined 

according to the same standards as well. In this section the final form of the applied methods 

and assumptions, where necessary, are discussed. 

3.9.1 Environmental and material parameters 

The exposure class and therefore the concrete strength class and the concrete cover were defined 

in the same way as for the conventional reinforcement. The basic characteristic property values 

of the considered materials are mentioned in section 3.6. In table 3-6 the corresponding partial 

factors are presented. The material design values were discussed in table 3-5. 

 

Table 3-6: Partial factor for materials (According to Swedish standard-SS812310) 

Design situation Concrete, γc Steel γs Fibre concrete γf Moduli of Elasticity γcE 
Persistent/transient 1,5 1,15 1,5 1,2 
SLS 1 1 1 1 

 

Starting the design procedure the strength class of the SFRC had to be defined. The choice of 

the residual flexural strength classes (table 3-7) depends on the designer, but it is the fibre 

supplier’s responsibility to determine the volume of fibre that are necessary to fulfil the request 
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of the designer. Following the respective classification, the considered SFRC used for the 

design may be specified as following C35/45-R14/R34. 
Table 3-7: residual flexural strength classes 

Class R1 fR.1 (MPa) Class R3 fR.3 (MPa) 

R14 4.0 R34 4.0 

 

Moreover a maximum allowed crack width, wmax, for the track slab was defined. For exposure 

class XD3 and durability class L50 (50 years lifespan) the recommended value is 0.2 mm 

(Swedish Standard Institute, 2014). 

Thereafter and according to Note 3 in Table 3.1 (Swedish Standard Institute, 2014) the 

following formulas, which represent the residual strength factor, must be satisfied in order to 

ensure a certain minimum ductility of the fibre reinforced concrete.  

  (3.9.1-1) 

   (3.9.1-2) 

where: 

fR.1 residual flexural tensile strength of fibre concrete of class R1 

fR.3 residual flexural tensile strength of fibre concrete of class R3 

The characteristic residual tensile strength of fibre reinforced concrete was given by: 

   (3.9.1-3) 

   (3.9.1-4) 

Next the design residual strengths were calculated as:  

   (3.9.1-5) 

   (3.9.1-6) 

where:  

 = 1 (for width > 5 x thickness), factor considering the fibre orientation 

 = 1.4, factor considering the statically determination of the system, according 

SS812310:2014, table 3.2 

3.9.2 Minimum and maximum reinforcement area 

In compliance with the SS812310:2014 Swedish code for design of SFRC structures the 

minimum and maximum reinforcement was calculated. Due to the subject of the thesis a 

preliminary check for “fibre only” was performed, but regardless the result both cases were 
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studied for the respective limit states. Hence, a solution with only use of fibres may be applied 

if the following condition is fulfilled: 

  (3.9.2-1) 

The minimum flexural ductility reinforcement for SFRC with or without the contribution of bar 

reinforcement was given by the expression: 

     (3.9.2-2) 

Crack control is a serviceability limit state required to be fulfilled for the considered case of the 

thesis. Thus, a minimum amount of bonded reinforcement is required for the areas where 

tension is expected. In order to calculate the aforementioned reinforcement amount, the 

equilibrium between the tensile force in concrete just prior to cracking and the tensile force in 

the SFRC and the reinforcement at yielding point (or lower stress if this is the case to limit the 

crack). The minimum area of the required reinforcement was given by the expression: 

 (3.9.2-3) 

where: 

 a coefficient with favourable action due to non-uniform self-equilibrating 

stresses, and thus reduction of restraint forces and equal to  

  

 absolute value of maximum stress permitted in reinforcement immediately after 

cracking formation, or if this is the case: The stress in tension reinforcement 

assuming a cracked section,  

3.9.3 Minimum and maximum spacing of bars 

Minimum and maximum bar spacing, when bar reinforcement is included in the design, was 

considered the same as in section 3.8 of the thesis, considering in this case maximum aggregate 

size dg 16 mm, see section 2.3.7. However, the minimum bar spacing (in case of combined 

SFRC and conventional reinforcement) should be taken equal to approximately 1.5 times the 

fibre length (Mjöernell, 2015). 
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3.9.4 Ultimate limit state design 

The design for the track slab in ULS was performed for bending and shear resistance. This 

section describes the method that was followed for the case of SFRC with or without bar 

reinforcement. 

3.9.4.1 Bending resistance 

The bending resistance of the considered section was based on the theory of elasticity according 

to annex O (Swedish Standard Institute, 2014). The stresses in tension of the FRC were 

calculated initially according to case (b) and where was needed, case (c) was used, see figures 

3-18 and 3-19. Also the design residual tensile strength was taken as pre-calculated in this 

section. 

 
Figure 3-18: Possible range of strains and stress distributions: 

a) General case b) simplified case with descending relationship in tension and c) simplified case with drop 

constant relationship in tension

 
Figure 3-19: Schematic representation of stress-strain relationship (Swedish Standard Institute, 2014). 

For the SFRC track slab the tensile strains should be limited to the ultimate tensile strain in the 

SFRC according to the following expressions:  

    (3.9.4.1-1) 
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   (3.9.4.1-2) 

where:  

wu = 2.5 mm 

lcs characteristic length, 80% of the section height, lcs=0.8∙h. A simplification from 

SS 812310:2014. 

 
Figure 3-20: Strain and stress distribution for fibre concrete with bar reinforcement (Swedish Standard 

Institute, 2014). 

- According to figure 3-20 (Annex O.1 of SS812310:2014) the actual compressive strain 

in the concrete εc was considered equal to ultimate compressive strain (εcu3), i.e. 3.5‰ 

(Note this consideration will hardly be the case for “only fibres”). By setting the tensile 

strain  equal to the ultimate limit strain  the depth of the compressive zone x was 

calculated as: 

   (3.9.4.1-3) 

By simple application of the expression the following resultants were obtained: 

- Compressive resultant force: 

   (3.9.4.1-4) 

- Tensile resultant force in tensile zone (uniformly distribution): 

  (3.9.4.1-5) 

- Tensile resultant force in tensile zone (triangular distribution): 

   (3.9.4.1-6) 
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- Tensile resultant force in the conventional reinforcement:  

   (3.9.4.1-7) 

Horizontal force equilibrium:  

  (3.9.4.1-8) 

The equilibrium must be fulfilled and thus the moment capacity of the section is given by:

 (3.9.4.1-9) 

Finally the following expression must be fulfilled:  

    (3.9.4.1-10) 

- When  should be considered, the following process was applied. The 

calculations were based on a simplified elastic stress-strain distribution (  

triangular distribution in compression) with constant stresses in the tensile zone, 

(Holmgren and Silfwerbrand, 2015).  

The basis of the mechanism behind this proposed solution was to perform an iterative 

procedure as described below: 

I. Initially the relative compressive zone height, ξ, was assumed equal to 0.2. 

II. The compressive resultant force in compression zone was given by: 

   (3.9.4.1-11) 

III. The force resultant in in the tension zone due to rebars (when considered) was giver 

by:  

   (3.9.4.1-12) 

IV. The resultant force in tension zone due to the FRC was given by: 

   (3.9.4.1-13) 

V. Consequently and through the force equilibrium the stress in the compression zone 

was defined: 

   (3.9.4.1-14) 

VI. Thereafter the maximum compressive strain, εc, was given by: 

    (3.9.4.1-15) 

which should fulfil the condition . Also the maximum tensile strain  should 

not exceed the maximum allowed tensile strain  see equation (3.9.4.1-2). 

VII. If both limitations were fulfilled the moment capacity was calculated through the 

moment equilibrium as: 
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  (3.9.4.1-16) 

with,       (3.9.4.1-17) 

VIII. Finally, an iterative procedure was performed adjusting the relative compressive zone 

height in order to optimize the strain limits. The final moment capacity of the section 

was obtained. 

3.9.4.2 Shear resistance 

The shear resistance of the SFRC cross-section was calculated according to section 6.2 of the 

Swedish standard (Swedish Standards Institute, 2014), considering: 

   (3.9.4.2-1) 

   (3.9.4.2-2) 

And thus, the design value for shear resistance was given by: 

 (3.9.4.2-3) 

Note that for the calculation of the design residual tensile strength of the SFRC, the 

characteristic flexural strength as expressed below was used: 

   (3.9.4.2-4) 

where, 

 characteristic coefficient taking into account the variation of the material 

properties. 

In addition, since the coefficient of variation of the tests was unknown, as an informative 

reference it was put equal to 0.70 (EHE-08, 2010). Hence the residual strength factors must be 

checked again to verify the ductility of the FRC, by using the equations (3.9.1-1) and (3.9.1-2), 

with  instead, see section 3.9.1 of the thesis. 

The shear capacity of the SFRC was compared with the design value  in order to determine 

the need for shear reinforcement. 

3.9.5 Serviceability limit state design 

3.9.5.1 Stress limitation 

Since the track slab was designed with SFRC in this section, the crack width limitation to the 

permissible level was sufficient enough to avoid inelastic strains, deformations or unacceptable 

cracking. In addition for the case when only fibres were used for the reinforcement of the track 
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slab, a crack width limitation as aforementioned was considered sufficient enough in order to 

be acceptable a cracking appearance in the tension zone.  

3.9.5.2 Crack control 

In this section control of cracking was checked according to SS812310:2014 section 7.3.4, by 

direct calculation of the crack widths. The maximum limit for the cracks was chosen equal to 

0.2 mm according to the Swedish requirements and for the considered exposure class (TRVFS 

2011:12 section 21). In particular the crack width was given by the expression (3.8.6.2-1). 

Initially the actual stresses in the concrete (without the contribution of fibres and bar 

reinforcement) were compared with the maximum allowed. The compressive zone was 

obtained to middle of the cross section: 

     (3.9.5.2-1) 

The moment of inertia was given by:  

    (3.9.5.2-2) 

The compressive stress in the concrete was given by:  

   (3.9.5.2-3) 

Thus, the stresses should not exceed the maximum allowed stress that the concrete can take, 

which were calculated as: 

   (3.9.5.2-4) 

If the actual stress in concrete are higher that the limit stresses, then the section is considered 

cracked. In that case, stage II (cracked section) is used for the calculation of a fictitious stress 

value of the reinforcement in tension area. The procedure was as described below: 

Factor ξ, which represents the relative position of the neutral axis of the cross section, was 

introduced (Ansell et al., 2013): 

   (3.9.5.2-5) 

Thus, the compressive zone for cracked concrete in stage II was given by:   

    (3.9.5.2-6) 

The stress in the reinforcing steel was calculated as: 

   (3.9.5.2-7) 
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The effective stress ( ) must be less than the limit level, which was equal 

to , while the fictitious stress should not exceed . 

Thereafter, the effective area of concrete in tension, surrounding the steel reinforcement was 

calculated as in section 3.8.6.2.  

The maximum crack spacing was given by: 

 (3.9.5.2-8) 

The strain difference was calculated with the expression: 

 (3.9.5.2-9) 

The same process as in section (3.9.4.2) for the calculation of the design residual tensile strength 

of the SFRC was used.  

Finally the maximum crack width was calculated and checked for the requirement 

. 

3.10 Economic and ergonomic aspects 

In this section, the interrelation of the total construction cost and time of the model with 

conventional reinforcement and the model with SFRC with conventional reinforcement was 

studied. The comparison was performed with respect to some essential factors, i.e. material 

quantities and respective prices, labour – hours and cost and ergonomic parameters. The 

estimation of the total cost and construction time for both considered models was performed 

according to SKANSKA calculation department’s data (cited in Bengtsson et al., 2007). The 

actual used prices were calculated taking into consideration 10% of inflation. Note also that the 

SFRC cost was based on a dosage of 20 kg/m3, since this was provided from the aforementioned 

reference. However, the considered SFRC of the thesis would likely require a higher fibre 

dosage and thus a higher SFRC cost. Hence, if a higher dosage or better quality of fibres is 

needed, the cost of the considered SFRC should be increased. Some higher representative cost 

- fibre contain relations are 2600kr for 40kg/m3 and 3300kr for 60kg/m3. The ergonomic aspects 

were basically connected to the effects on the human factors and working environment of the 

structural project. 

The materials that varied between the models were considered for the computations, and in 

particular, the amount and type of reinforcement and the quantity of concrete that were used in 

the two different models. The noise insulation substrate, the rails and the pavement were 

considered constant for both models, thus, their cost was neglected. Note that the actual cost of 
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the structure was not the main subject of this assessment, but an efficient and profitable 

comparison instead. In table 3-8 the cost and time analysis parameters are presented. 
Table 3-8: Cost and time analysis parameters. 

Model Part Material 
Cost Unit Time to 

implement Unit Labour 
cost Unit 

I Concrete 1234.2  0.5  319  
Reinforcement 10.45  0.0263  8.36  

II SFRC 1976.7  0.5  319  
Reinforcement 10.45  0.0263  8.36  
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4 Chapter 

Results and discussion 

4.1 Load combination 

The combinations of actions in the considered limit states were decided and utilized as shown 

in table 4-1: 

Table 4-1: Combination of actions and their parameters. 

Limit state Equation Formula 
Parameters 

γG γQ ξ γd γD 

ULS 
Max 

6.10_b 
 1.35 1.50 0.89 

0.91 1.2 
Min  1.00 1.50 1.00 

SLS 6.14_b  1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.2 
 

Regarding the choice of the equation of the considered combination of actions in ULS it has to 

be mentioned that due to the nature of the examined problem, it was decided to limit the design 

with only 6.10_b and not 6.14_a. The motivation for this assumption was based on a rough 

calculation of the most severe one of the two equations, see appendix A. 

4.2 Subgrade reaction 

The obtained result used for the representation of the subgrade reaction, see section 3.4, in 

the simulations was: 
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Figure 4-5: Point load vs distributed load – Shear force. 

 

Figure 4-6: Point load vs distributed load – Vertical displacement. 

The difference of the absolute maximum values for the two alternative load simulations clearly 

motivates the defined load application, since it exceeded the predefined level of acceptable 

divergence (2%), see table 4-3. As expected the unwanted effects of the point load, and 

especially to the local shear force, took place. Thus the solution of the distributed loads as a 

simulation for the considered traffic actions was chosen. 
Table 4-3: Point load vs distributed load. 

Output data Point load  Total force of distributed load (kN) Difference (%) 
Moment (kNm) 35.29 30.5 15.7 
Shear force (kN) 40 105 162.5 

Displacement (mm) 0.00079 0.0008 1.2 
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4.3.4 Verification of the model 

The verification, at a satisfactory level for the subject of the thesis, of the model’s reliability 

was performed and tested as presented in table 4-4. 

Table 4-4: Model verification with Timoshenko’s equation (1959). 

Part 
(X, Y) 

dimensions 
(m, m) 

Width 
(m) 

Load 
(kN) 

Timoshenko 
displacement 

 (10-5 m) 

Model’s 
displacement 

(10-5 m) 

Difference 
(%) 

Concrete 
slab (24, 24) 0.35 50 3.17 3.87 22.08 

The model overestimated the displacement in comparison to the hand calculated with 

Timoshenko’s equation. This might be explained by shear deformation of the slab. In 

particular, Timoshenko’s formula takes into account only flexural deformation, while Abaqus 

considers both in the analysis. The divergence in the displacement cannot be ignored. 

However, the nature and the scope of the thesis were not affected and these values may be 

considered as satisfactory.  
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4.3.5.2 Element type 

In order to investigate the whether the linear geometric order or the quadratic geometric 

order is the most appropriate and effective solution, an element type convergence analysis 

was performed, see figures 4-9 and 4-10 for results. As it was observed, a good convergence 

was obtained with linear geometric order (the simpler one) and thus it was chosen for the 

FEA. 

 

Figure 4-9: Element type – convergence analysis – bending moment. 

 

Figure 4-10: Element type – convergence analysis – shear force. 
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4.4 Design internal forces 

The final design values according to which the reinforcement design analysis of the track slab 

was performed are shown in table 4-5. Note that the results were not verified by hand 

calculated solutions. However, the extracted design values were compared with the actual 

report from WSP and they were considered reasonable. The thesis scope allowed such a 

decision since the exact calculation of the internal forces of the slab being subjected to the 

considered loading actions was exceeding the main objective. For a more accurate solution a 

verification is needed. 

Table 4-5: Design internal forces. 

DESIGN VALUES 
Moments (Nm) 

Mi ULS Position (x, y) SLS Position (x, y) 

MX 
max 37691.7 (20.2,2.2) 27613 (3.8,2.2) 
min -38796,5 (5.4,2.2) -36966.3 (12.8,2.2) 

MY 
max 17617.6 (0.2,1.2) 15993 (0.2,1.2) 
min -22046,7 (0.2,1.2) -16151,4 (0.2,1.2) 

Shear forces (N) 
Fi ULS Position (x, y) SLS Position (x, y) 

FX 
max 124819.3 (2.2,2.2) 91443 (2.2,2.2) 
min -131704 (14.4,2.2) -104446.8 (3.6,2.2) 

FY 
max 57912.6 (0.2,1.8) 42426.7 (0.2,1.8) 
min -37275.2 (0.2,0.4) -92442.5 (0.2,0.75) 

The design of the required reinforcement was decided to be performed by using single design 

values. These values were derived from design envelopes that in turn were created according 

to the aforementioned methodology. The selection of the maximum positive and negative 

moments and shear forces was based also on the application of distributed loads instead of 

concentrated ones. That contributed in the decision to choose as design value directly the 

most severe one from each envelope, instead of redistributing the sectional forces in a 

predefined width of the slab, regarding the direction, or reinforce the concrete slab depending 

on the extracted envelopes. In addition, essential for this decision was the function of the 

structure. By means of that the possible vehicle position on the slab cannot be limited (while 

for the tram is fixed the transversal position). And since the derived individual design values 

were caused by the vehicle action, it was assumed that these severe cases may occur in every 
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section of the slab. In appendix B the design envelopes and the contours from which they were 

derived are presented analytically. 
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4.5 Vertical displacement 

The plots with the most severe vertical transformation of the track slab and the respective 

contours are presented below, see figures 4-11, 4-12 and 4-13. In particular the contours were 

defined by combination of all the traffic actions in the longitudinal direction of the track slab. 

In that way it was captured the maximum and minimum displacement in the vertical direction. 

Note that negative values defined the displacement downwards and positive values upwards 

respectively. Obviously the absolute maximum displacement appeared to be downwards and 

vertical, and most specifically for the loading of a vehicle on line 1. All the combination of 

actions, individually and combined, are presented analytically in Appendix B.   

 
Figure 4-11: Contours of combined maximum positive and negative vertical deformation – All longitudinal 

load actions combined. 

 
Figure 4-12: Vertical deformation – All traffic action, transversal sections. 
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Figure 4-13: Vertical deformation – All traffic action, longitudinal sections. 

4.6 Model I: Conventional reinforcement 

The analytical results for the track slab design with conventional reinforcement following the 

proposed methodology is presented and discussed in this section. Note that detailed 

conventional reinforcement design calculations may be found in the appended files, Appendix 

C.  

4.6.1 Concrete and reinforcement detailing  

The concrete cove was calculated equal to 45 mm, while, for assumed maximum aggregate 

diameter 32 mm, the minimum bar spacing was defined as 37 mm. The maximum allowed bar 

spacing Smax for the considered case was set equal to 250 mm. 

Finally the upper and lower limits for the reinforcement were calculated as, Amax = 14000 mm2 

and As.min = 432 mm2. 

4.6.2 Ultimate limit state 

The track slab was verified in ULS for bending resistance in longitudinal and transversal 

direction and for shear resistance. The results were defined as follows in next section. 

4.6.2.1 Bending resistance verification 

The slab was verified in longitudinal and transversal direction in both top and bottom surfaces. 

The calculated results are presented in table 4-6.  
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Table 4-6: Model I - Reinforcement for bending moment resistance. 

Model I Longitudinal Transversal 
Top Bottom Top Bottom 

Design moment (kNm) 38 39 18 23 
Calculated reinforcement area (mm2) 293 302 143 172 
Actual reinforcement (mm2) 452 452 452 452 
Bar diameter/bar spacing (mm/mm) ϕ12s250 ϕ12s250 ϕ12s250 ϕ12s250 

 

4.6.2.2 Shear resistance verification 

In order to examine the need for shear reinforcement, the shear capacity of the concrete 

section without shear reinforcement was checked. The results showed that there was no need 

for shear reinforcement since the design shear force was lower than the capacity of the 

section. In particular, Ved = 132 kN < VRd.c =152 kN.  

According to Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1-1, 2004) section 6.2 in cases where Ved < VRd.c a minimum 

amount of reinforcement is usually used. However it may be omitted for slabs where 

transverse redistribution of the loads is possible. For optimization reasons the minimum shear 

reinforcement was neglected.  

4.6.3 Serviceability limit state 

The track slab was verified in SLS for stress limitation and for crack control. The results were 

calculated as presented in the section. 

4.6.3.1 Stress limitation 

� Longitudinal and transversal 

Stage I: Plain concrete 

To begin the calculation a plain concrete cross section was checked. The stresses in the tensile 

zone of the concrete, σc should not exceed the limit stress allowed σ.lim. In particular: σc = 1.8 

MPa > σ.lim = (2.2/1.5) = 1.47 MPa. The requirement is not fulfilled which means the section is 

cracked. Thus, solution with reinforcement was necessary for the design of the track slab. The 

complete procedure is shown below. 
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� Longitudinal direction 

Stage I: Un-cracked 

The stress in compressive and tensile edges of the concrete section were calculated equal to 

1.8 MPa and 1.8 MPa respectively, and the maximum allowed stress was defined equal to k1 

x fck =  21 MPa. The limitation is satisfied. In addition, the actual stress in the rebars should not 

exceed a limit value of k3 x fyk = 400 MPa, which was the case since the calculated steel stress 

was 19.3 MPa. 

Stage II: Cracked 

Finally the section was checked for stage II cracked state. Following the proposed 

methodology the results were satisfactory since the actual stress in concrete was limited 

below the critical stress, i.e. σc = 4.5 MPa < 21 MPa.  

� Transversal direction 

Stage I: Un-cracked 

The stress in compressive and tensile edges of the concrete section were calculated equal to 

0.8 MPa and 0.8MPa respectively, and the maximum allowed stress was equal to k1 x fck =  21 

MPa. The limitation is satisfied. In addition, the actual stress in the rebars should not exceed 

a limit value of k3 x fyk = 400 MPa, which was the case since the calculated steel stress was 8.5 

MPa. 

Stage II: Cracked 

Finally the section was checked for stage II cracked state. Following the proposed 

methodology the results were satisfactory since the actual stress in concrete was limited 

below the critical stress, i.e. σc = 2.1 MPa < 21 MPa.  

4.6.3.2 Crack control 

Longitudinal direction 

A preliminary check with regard to the cracking moment of the section was performed, which 

led to the conclusion that is not exceeded by the design moment, i.e. Mcr = 68 kNm > Med = 39 
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kNm. So the reinforcement calculated for ULS is adequate. However the calculation continued 

in order to verify the aforementioned result as shown below. 

The sectioned was considered cracked and accordingly the steel stress was calculated equal 

to σs = 293 MPa (check: σs < fyd = 435 MPa). Thereafter the maximum spacing between cracks 

Sr.max was calculated equal to 523 mm, and the respective stress in steel which indicated 

cracking of the concrete was defined equal to  σs.cr = 295.3 MPa. That led to calculation of a 

negative mean strain difference . Thus there is no cracking problem for this case. 

Transversal direction 

Even though the preliminary check with regard to the limit cracking moment gave a solution 

of no cracking problem again (Mcr > Med = 17 kNm), a further check according to regulations 

was performed similarly to the longitudinal direction. The steel stress was calculated equal to 

σs = 133.4MPa (check: σs < fyd = 435 MPa). Thereafter the maximum spacing between cracks 

Sr.max was calculated equal to 525 mm, and the respective stress in steel which indicated 

cracking of the concrete was defined equal to  σs.cr = 296.6 MPa. Obviously, as proved before, 

there is no cracking problem for this case too. 

4.7 Model II: SFRC without conventional reinforcement 

The analytical results for the track slab design using SFRC without the contribution of 

conventional reinforcement following the proposed methodology are presented and 

discussed in this section. Note that detailed design calculations using only fibres may be found 

in the appended files, Appendix D. 

4.7.1 Concrete and reinforcement detailing  

With respect to the case where no conventional reinforcement is utilized, the definition of 

minimum/maximum bar spacing is irrelevant. However a SFRC strength class had to be 

defined. Following the classification from the Swedish regulation SS812310:2014, a SFRC of 

C35/45-R14/R34 was assumed to be adequate, which corresponds to a residual flexural tensile 

strength of 4 MPa in both classes R1 and R3. At this point the ductility of the SFRC was checked 

giving a satisfactory result, since C1.1 = 181% > 50% and C1.2 = 100% > 50%. Thereafter the 

following parameters were defined, see table 4-7: 
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Table 4-7: Model II - Characteristic and design residual strength 

 1.8 MPa  1.68 MPa 

 1.48 MPa  1.381 MPa 

Solution with only fibres was determined to be applicable since the following condition was 
satisfied: 

. 

4.7.2 Ultimate limit state 

4.7.2.1 Bending resistance verification 

The results for bending resistance verification of the track slab are discussed in this section. 

Using the proposed methodology (according to Swedish Standards Institute, 2014) the 

following procedure was performed: 

Initially the assumption, εc = εcu, was made. Thereafter the tensile strain in the SFRC ( ) was 

set equal to the ultimate tensile strain in SFRC ( ) and thus, the height of the compressive 

zone, x, was determined equal to 98.22 mm as shown below. 

 

 As described in annex O.1 of SS812310:2014 the compressive resultant force, the tensile 

resultant forces and the tensile force from the rebars were calculated and the horizontal 

equilibrium gave: 

 

Consequently further calculations were made according to the simplified proposal see section 

3.9.4.1, giving the following results. In order to begin the calculations the assumption εc < εcu 

was made and the relative compressive zone height, ξ, was set equal to 0.2. The computations 

resulted in a satisfactory moment capacity, but with strain limits far from the actual strains. 

Thereafter, an iterative procedure was performed adjusting the relative compressive zone 

height in order to optimize the strain limits. Table 4-8 shows the final result of the iterative 

process and the final moment capacity for the respective calculated compressive zone height.  

Table 4-8: Model II – Iteration result for bending moment 

ξ =x/h Ff (kN) σc (MPa)  (‰)  (‰) Md (kNm) Med (kNm) 

0.0869 441 29 0.854 0.897 9 78.5 
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The SFRC class predefined, C35/45-R14/R34 was adequate. Note that this definition does not 

correspond to a quantity of steel fibres, but only specify the required tensile behaviour of the 

SFRC structure. So it up to the fibres production company to provide the contractors with the 

appropriate dosage of steel fibres (kg/m3). 

4.7.2.2 Shear resistance verification 

For the calculation of the shear capacity, conventional flexural reinforcement geometric ratio 

is needed according to the proposed formula (3.9.4.2-3). The codes are not clear enough to 

specify the amount of conventional reinforcement to be considered for the calculations when 

“only fibres” member is designed. However as mentioned by Holmgren and Silfwerbrand 

(2015) this was debated by the committee and the conclusion was to stay on the safe side by 

including the reinforcement ratio. The motivation was given by the limited experience of “only 

fibres” structures behaviour in terms of a possible brittle failure. The potential of such a failure 

is uncertain for confidently providing a design formula for such cases. However, an essential 

positive effect is the avoidance of shear reinforcement, which surely reduces the total 

construction time and improves the working environment at the construction site. 

However, according to Silfwerbrand for a case similar to this thesis slab-on-grade the flexural 

reinforcement might be ignored for the calculation of the shear capacity. 

4.7.3 Serviceability limit state 

As mentioned in section 4.7.2.2 stress limitation and crack control limit states are valid for 

structural members of SFRC with the combination of conventional reinforcement. Thus, 

according to Swedish Standards Institute (2014) this model cannot offer a solution for 

serviceability limit states, since it was intended to be designed with steel fibres only. However 

designing in SLS involving SFRC was covered in the proposed solution of model III: SFRC with 

conventional reinforcement at section 4.8.3  

4.8 Model III: SFRC with conventional reinforcement 

The results for the track slab design using SFRC with the contribution of conventional 

reinforcement following the proposed methodology, is presented in this section and 

discussed. Note that the respective detailed design calculations may be found in the appended 

files, Appendix E. 
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4.8.1 Concrete and reinforcement detailing  

The characteristic and design residual strength of the SFRC (see table 4-9) were obtained same 

as in section 4.7.1. 

Table 4-9: Model III - Characteristic and design residual strength 

 1.8 MPa  1.68 MPa 

 1.48 MPa  1.381 MPa 

The concrete cover was calculated equal to 45 mm, while, for assumed maximum aggregate 

diameter 16 mm, the minimum bar spacing was defined as 21 mm. The maximum allowed bar 

spacing Smax for the considered case was set equal to 250 mm. Finally the upper and lower 

limits for the reinforcement were calculated as Amax = 14000 mm2 and final As.min = 314 mm2 

for assumed bar diameter ϕ = 10 mm and defined maximum bar spacing. 

4.8.2 Ultimate limit state 

4.8.2.1 Bending resistance verification 

Longitudinal direction 

The results for bending resistance verification of the track slab are discussed in this section. 

Using the proposed methodology (according to Swedish Standards Institute, 2014) the 

following process was performed: 

Initially the assumption, εc = εcu, was made. Thereafter the tensile strain in the SFRC ( ) was 

set equal to the ultimate tensile strain in SFRC ( ) and thus, the height of the compressive 

zone, x, was determined equal to 98 mm as shown below. 

 

 As described in annex O.1 of SS812310:2014 the compressive resultant force and the tensile 

resultant forces were calculated and the horizontal equilibrium gave: 
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The same process as in section 4.7.2.1 was performed and all the results of the iteration 

process are presented; see table 4-10. 

Table 4-10: Model III – Computation results for bending moment. 

ξ =x/h Ff (kN) Fst (kN) σc (MPa)  (‰)  (‰) Md (kNm) Med (kNm) 

0.2 387 136.5 15 0.439 1.76 110 

39 
0.15 411 136.5 21 0.613 3.48 114 
0.1 435 136.5 32.67 0.96 8.65 118.05 

0.0987 435 136.5 33.1 0.975 8.89 118.15 
0.098 436 136.5 33.4 0.98 9.038 118.20 

As it is observed in table 4-10 for ξ = 0.0987 maximum moment capacity was obtained. For 

lower values of relative compressive zone height the results showed large strain values in the 

tensioned steel fibre concrete zone. The SFRC class predefined, C35/45-R14/R34 and the 

defined bar reinforcement were adequate.  

Transversal direction 

In the transverse direction the relative compressive zone height (ξ = 0.0989) of the slab and 

the design moment changed compared to the longitudinal direction. Thus, the calculations 

that were performed were similar to the aforementioned process. The transversally moment 

capacity of the slab was calculated equal to 117 kNm > Med = 23 kNm.  

4.8.2.2 Shear resistance verification 

Longitudinal direction 

The verification of the shear resistance of the considered section was performed for the 

characteristic flexural strength of the SFRC and the ductility of the concrete was checked 

successfully. The obtained results showed that there was no need for shear reinforcement 

since VRd.cf = 167 kN > Ved = 132 kN. 

Transversal direction 

Taking into account the different effective depth of the slab, the transversal shear resistance 

was calculated equal to 165 kN which covered the design shear force. No shear reinforcement 

was needed. 
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4.8.3 Serviceability limit state 

4.8.3.1 Stress limitation 

For the considered section to satisfy the stress limitation serviceability limit state, according 

to SS812310:2014 is adequate enough to comply with the crack control limit state.  

4.8.3.2 Crack control 

Longitudinal direction 

The characteristic flexural tensile strength was used and the ductility of the concrete was 

checked successfully, in terms of satisfactory ductility of the concrete. 

The plain concrete section in stage I has already been checked in section 4.6.3.1 with the 

outcome of a cracked section to be considered. In that case the crack width calculation was 

done according to the methodology. In particular: 

The height of the compressive zone was calculated equal to 50 mm. Thus, the fictitious stress 

in reinforcement was found equal to 415.4 MPa < fyk. Also the effective fictitious steel stress, 

σfict.eff = (1-kf) x σfict was less than 0.8 x fyk. The maximum crack spacing was calculated equal to 

413 mm and the mean strain difference  was calculated as a negative value. 

Obviously there is not cracking problem for the considered case. 

Transversal direction 

In the transverse direction the design values and the effective depth of the slab changed 

compared to the longitudinal direction. Thus, the calculations that were performed were 

similar to the aforementioned procedure. In particular the height of the compressive zone was 

found to be 49 mm, the fictitious stress 188 MPa (the respective check limitations were 

performed successfully), the maximum crack spacing equal to 414 mm and the mean strain 

difference  was calculated as a negative value. Thus there was no cracking 

problem for the transversal section too. 

4.8.4 Optimized conventional reinforcement 

The last step of the reinforcement design of the concrete slab for model III was to optimize 

the amount of conventional reinforcement. That was achieved by repeating in an iterative 
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manner the calculation of the reinforcement. Always in compliance with the 

minimum/maximum bar spacing and reinforcement amount, different bar diameters and 

spacing of the bars were tested. As a result the optimized conventional reinforcement of 

model III gave a bar diameter of 7 mm spaced per 140 mm (269 mm2). It is important to 

mention at this point that the bar diameter was chosen in a theoretical base. In appendix E 

the analytical computations are presented.  
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4.9 Final reinforcement amount 

Conclusively the reinforcement design results for each model are presented in this section, 

see table 4-11 (reinforcement/surface). It has to be mentioned that for model II – SFRC 

without rebars the design was performed only for bending resistance. “Only fibres” members 

are not valid for shear resistance and crack control design. Thus, model II cannot be a part of 

any comparison against model I or model III, since it has no meaningful outcome. 

Table 4-11: Design reinforcement amount per surface. 

Model 

Conventional reinforcement (mm2/m) SFRC  
(R-

class) 

Proposed design 
reinforcement 

amount (R-class + 
mm2/m) 

ULS SLS 

Longitudinal Transversal Longitudinal Transversal 

I 452 452 452 452 - 452 

II - - - - R14/ 
R34 R14/ R34 

III 269 269 269 269 R14/ 
R34 (R14/ R34) + (269) 

In table 4-12 the total amount of the calculated bar reinforcement (top and bottom surface of 

the concrete slab), for models I and III, is translated into the actual total number and spacing 

of the rebars and the respective volume and mass for the entire concrete slab (see section 

3.2, table 3-1). 

Table 4-12: Total number, spacing, volume and mass of rebars.  

Model 
Number of bars Spacing of bars (mm) 

Total Volume (m3) Mass (kg) 
Longitudinal transversal Longitudinal transversal 

I 20 192 250 250 0.106 835.255 
III 34 336 140 140 0.0624 493.033 

As it is was observed from the final results, the examined track slab was design for ULS (for 

bending and shear resistance) and SLS (for stress limitation and crack control) successfully for 

model I – conventional reinforcement and model III – SFRC with conventional reinforcement. 

However, the model II – “only fibres” was not applicable for shear resistance verification and 

for SLS situations. In addition, it may be observed that the mass of conventional reinforcement 

used in model III was reduced by 41% compared to model I. In Figures 4-14 and 4-15 a 

simplified graphical illustration of the bar reinforcement of models I and III is presented. 
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Model I 

 

 

 

Figure 4-14: Graphical illustration of the reinforcement of Model I. 

Model III 

 
 

3D view 

Transversal section 

3D view 

Longitudinal section 

Longitudinal section 

Transversal section 
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Figure 4-15: Graphical illustration of the reinforcement of Model III. 

 

 

4.10 Economic and ergonomic aspects 

The comparison of models I and III with respect to economic and ergonomic aspects was 

performed according to the proposed methodology and the observed results are presented 

and discussed in this section. For calculations convenience the actual utilized concrete volume 

for each model was calculated as shown in table 4-13. 

Table 4-13: Concrete volume. 

Model Volume (m3) 
I 20.13 

III 20.11 
Economic evaluation 

From the information provided, see table 3-8, the computations about the economic 

assessment of the considered construction resulted in the following outcome as presented in 

table 4-14 (graphically illustrated in figure 4-17). 

Table 4-14: Cost and construction time details of model I and II. 

Model Material cost (kr) Labour cost (kr) Total cost (kr) Construction time (h) 
I 33543 13397 46940 32 

III 44941 10543 55484 23 

Obviously the total cost of model III is approximately 18% larger compared to model I. 

However the construction time of model I was calculated as 39% larger than model III. The 

material cost for model III is 34% larger compared to model I. the cost of fibres is the main 

reason for this particularity, even though the bar reinforcement was reduced by 41% in model 

III. Figure 4-16 shows some benefits vs drawbacks of the models. 
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Ergonomic evaluation 

Nowadays the “human factor” is increasingly involving in the construction fields. The working 

environment in correlation with the “human factor” is also an essential parameter for the 

construction projects, i.e. ergonomic aspects. 

During the implementation of the reinforcement, many operations if not all operations are 

carried out manually and even though the shaping and positioning of the reinforcement may be 

prefabricated reinforcement, fixation and lifting can only be performed manually. Unique and 

complex structures automatically lead to more work to be done manually. When the trussing of 

structures is carried out often the workers are forced in to poses that are unnatural for human 

body as sitting on the lap or leaning forward. 

This applies particularly when the structure is a slab-on-grade where it is impossible to avoid 

positions that are harmful to humane body in the long run. In addition the diameter of the rebars 

affects the workability of the reinforcement and the needed effort to shape as required; the 

manipulation of the rebar is harmful to humane bodies. Additionally, severe body damages 

(shoulder, spine, back etc.) reduce the working life of the workers and thus, their availability 

for the busy construction field.  

When casting fibre concrete many of the above mentioned operations that are harmful to 

humane bodies can be completely or at least significantly reduced. By reducing the amount of 

conventional reinforcement the heavy work operations are reduced and by that the working 

environment on the construction site is improved. 

On the other hand the mixing of fibres with the concrete, the casting and vibration in site of the 

SFRC and the basis of this technology is not spread enough to the responsible ones for this 

particular process. This may lead to huge problems which affect the SFRC structures regarding 

their mechanical properties. If the preparation of the SFRC is not done in the proper way, failure 

of the structure is the most probable scenario.  

Conclusive remark for best solution 

Obviously the aforementioned crucial factors influence the choice between the two compared 

models and the usage or not of SFRC. The structural and economical aspects are easy to 

compare, but when the “human factor” is involved the comparison of the two alternatively 

reinforced models is getting more complicated. So it is difficult to decide and propose a model 

as the most suitable for the thesis subject.  
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4.11 General remarks 

Load action and geometry aspects 

No effects of the temperature difference in the vertical direction of the slab’s top and bottom 

surface were considered. Thus, thermal loading of the model was disregarded. The limited time, 

the favourable action of the asphalt on top of the concrete slab (since it prevents the straight 

exposure of the concrete upper surface to the environment and thus reduces the vertical 

temperature difference) against the curling of the slab and mainly the nature of the thesis scope 

motivated this decision. 

The length of the slab was chosen 24000 mm as instructed from Skanska, since this is the 

maximum longitudinal dimension to be constructed according to the project report of WSP. 

Thickness and width of both parts were also obtained from the project report of WSP and 

analysing different cross sections exceeds the thesis scope. 

According to the initial project report from WSP and SKANSKA the type of rail that was used 

for the design of the tramway was 60R1, Ri60-R10 / Ri60 (Tata steel, 2015), as it is observed 

to figure 4-18, and it was used as a guidance for the tram’s load distribution. However the rail’s 

self-weight was not considered. 

 
Figure 4-18: Rail section with foot width P = 180 mm 

Tram type A36 replaced the configuration from SÄK-0228 (2011) for the A35 tram type. The 

total length of the tram A36 is 39,475 m and in order to obtain the most unfavourable effect of 

this traffic load to the slab, with respect to the length of the track slab, the heaviest tram’s part 

was chosen, and in particular the bogies C, N1 and N2. Bogie C had a total load of 160 kN, 40 

kN per wheel, bogie N1 had a total load of 190 kN, 47.5 kN per wheel, and bogie N2 had 140 

kN total load and 35 kN per wheel respectively. 

An alternative way for the implementation of the traffic action to the track slab was to apply a 

subroutine of a moving set of point loads. However switching to distributed areas while using 

the “moving load” subroutine was not a considered case, and so the presented method of the 

thesis was followed. 
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Reinforcement design aspects 

The minimum reinforcement area  for flexural ductility for SFRC according to expression 

9.1 of SS812310:2014 resulted in a negative value. Practically this may be explained by the 

lack of need for conventional reinforcement to contribute. Thus the SFRC can provide the 

section with sufficient tensile capacity for flexural ductility. Despite the result the section was 

calculated for crack control in tension areas and thus a minimum amount of bonded 

reinforcement was used.  

The formula 9.2 cited in Swedish standard SS812310:2014 is proven to be expressed wrong. A 

simple calculation can prove this statement, while it provides illogical results. However this has 

been corrected in the latest version of the respective codes. 

Statically indeterminate structures provide possible stress redistribution. There are several cross 

sections to consider. The probability that several cross sections have low strength is less than 

the probability for just one single low strength cross section (which is the case for statically 

determinate structures). Slabs have considerably larger possibilities to stress redistribution than 

beams. Annex S from SS812310:2014 is a background document for the tabled values for 

determining the factor ndet, which considers the degree of statically determination. Thus 1.4 was 

chosen instead of 2. 

For the calculation of the shear resistance, in case of FRC structures, reinforcement ratio ρ of 

conventional reinforcement is needed. It is consciously chosen from the committee to be on the 

safe side (Silfwerbrand, 2014).  
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5 Chapter 

Conclusions and Future Perspectives 

In this chapter the main conclusions of the results, analysed in chapter 4, and essential 

recommendations about further investigations and studies regarding this thesis are presented 

and discussed. 

5.1 Conclusions 

This thesis investigated the possibility levels of designing a tramway’s track slab, from 

structural and regulations - compliance perspective, with three alternatively reinforced 

models; model I – conventional reinforcement, model II – SFRC and model III – SFRC with 

conventional reinforcement. In addition, a lucrative comparison and assessment of the 

resulted outcome was performed, with respect to the calculated required reinforcement 

amounts and the economic and ergonomic benefits and drawbacks of the compared models. 

For the static analysis of the track slab, the FEA software Abaqus was used. The main tools 

that were utilized for the reinforcement design were Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1-1, 2004) and 

Swedish standards for FRC (SS 812310:2014). 

The results proved and confirmed part of the initial believed potentials of such a design. In 

particular, the two models that included conventional reinforcement (model I and III) were 

designed for ultimate (bending moment and shear resistance - ULS) and serviceability (stress 

limitation and crack control - SLS) limit states according to the European and Swedish 

standards. The “only fibres” model (II) was valid and checked, following the standards, only 

for bending moment resistance in ULS, while for the rest required verifications, conventional 

reinforcement was necessary. Thus, only models I and III were involved in the comparisons. 

Model I was proved to be less expensive but more time consuming compared to model III by 

18% and 39% respectively, while reinforcement design showed 41% less rebars mass in model 

III. The ergonomic factors improved the quality of the comparison and the extracted 
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inferences, but also introduced aspects impossible to be put against economic facts as an 

equal quantity. Thus, there was not a final proposal as the best solution for the thesis subject. 

5.2 Future perspectives 

 FRC is a civil engineering sector that is not yet established worldwide as an absolutely 

acceptable tool for the construction field. Many literature studies, experimental research 

projects and structural applications have proven FRC’s high performances but there is a 

significant lack of extensive standards for designing with FRC, and especially for cases when 

the postcracking specification is needed. In addition to that, the determination of the shear 

capacity of FRC structures is not possible to be obtained due to the limited experience of “only 

fibres” structure’s behaviour, in terms of a possible brittle failure. Thus, the available 

standards remain on the safe side by providing the shear capacity of combined reinforced 

structures. Also the Swedish standards provide solution for SLS situations only for members 

combining FRC and conventional reinforcement. These aforementioned essential remarks are 

inseparably connected to potential future perspectives of FRC as structural members. 

Regarding this thesis, several future works may be performed. Some possible profitable 

studies of great interest and importance are: 

- Perform a linear FEA of the tramway’s track slab including loading actions that might 

influence significantly the internal forces and the behaviour of the structure, such as 

thermal loads and shrinkage effects. Dynamic loading of the track slab could also 

introduce interesting information. 

-  Perform a non-linear FEA of the track slab simulating the three considered reinforced 

models. Utilizing this thesis data, apply the most unfavourable loading action and 

compare the analysis outcome. 

- Performing real scale tests of the three models and compare the results. This would 

increase the reliability of the results and verify several simulation particularities, e.g. 

simulation of the ground in FEA, boundary conditions, behaviour of special materials 

(see insulation substrate). 
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- The basic geometries and material properties were considered constant for the 

current thesis. By varying these parameters an optimization may be achieved. Such a 

study would provide essential information, e.g. for the thickness of the different layers 

of the track slab or for the crucial subgrade stiffness. 

- An analytical economic and ergonomic evaluation of the tramway project, in terms of 

different reinforced models, would provide the future designers and contractors with 

a sufficient tool for including the “human factor” in the actual design, and even more 

specifically what levels the influence of SFRC reaches.  

- Usually the main governing failure mechanism for slabs-on-grade in roads is the 

fatigue. A fatigue assessment for the particular track slab can be a very interesting 

topic.  
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Appendix A 





Load combinations
Dimensions Density of materials

Ll 24m
ρp 2300

kg

m3
Lt 2.4m

hs 0.35m ρm 400
kg

m3

hp 180mm
ρc 2500

kg

m3hm 25mm

Volume of the slab Vs Ll Lt hs 20.16 m3

Volume of the mat Vm Ll Lt hm 1.44 m3

Vp Ll Lt hp 10.368 m3
Volume of the pavement

Permanent loads:

Gc ρc Vs g 494.3 kN

Gp ρp Vp g 233.9 kN

Gm ρm Vm g 5.65 kN

G Gc Gp Gm 733.8 kN Total

Gt
Gc Gp Gm

Ll
30.6

kN
m

Variable loads: 

Tram type A-36

qc1 80kN qn21 95kN qn22 70kN

The bugies considered in the calcualtions: C1, N21 and N22 See figure above. 

Qtr
qc1 2 qn21 2 qn22 2

16.45m
29.8

kN
m

A 1



Vehicle n

B 160kN

Qv
0.55 B 0.55 B 0.55 B 0.33 B 0.12 B

6.6m
50.9

kN
m

For Ultimate Limit State 

γd 0.91 Safety class 2

ψ0.1 0.75 γg 1.35 γQ 1.5 ζ 0.89

6.10_a max qeda γd γg Gt γd γQ ψ0.1 Qv 89.7
kN
m

6.10_a min qeda. γd Gt γd γQ ψ0.1 Qv 79.9
kN
m

6.10_b max qedb γd γg ζ Gt γd γQ Qv 102.9
kN
m

6.10_b min qedb. Gt γd γQ Qv 100.1
kN
m

For Service Limit State

ψ1 0.75 ψ2 0

Characteristc combination: 6.14_b Gt Qv 81.5
kN
m

Freaqvent combination: 6.15_b Gt ψ1 Qv 68.8
kN
m

Quasi- permanent: 6.16_b Gt ψ2 Qv 30.573
kN
m

Finaly: for ULS (6.10_b) 
           for SLS (6.14_b)

A 2



Mass calculations

  Mass of the slab: qslab Vs ρc 50400 kg

Mass of the mat: qmat Vm ρm 576 kg

Verification of the model regarding Timoshenko

Eu 400MPa

E 34GPa
h 350mm
v 0.2

F 50kN

k 309
MN

m3

Flexural rigidity of the pavement: D
E h3

12 1 v2
126.5 MN m

Radius relativ stiffness: l
4 D

k
0.8 m

Displacement under a single point: w
F l2

8 D
0.032 mm

A 3
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Contour plots 
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Reinforcement calculation of track slab
acording to EN 1992-1-1:2004 

Exposure class, corrosion:                 XD3 Table 4.1 

Exposure class, damage to concrete:  XF4 Table 4.1 

Table 2.1N   Persistent &
TransistentPartial factor for concrete: γc 1.5

Partial factor for reinforcing steel: γs 1.15 Table 2.1N   Persistent &
Transistent

Partial factor, elsticity modulus: γcE 1.2 5.8.6 3( )

Concrete strength class:             C35/45 Table E.1N

Compressive strengths: fck 35 MPa Table 3.1 

Design fcd
fck
γc

23.33 MPa 3.1.6 

Tensile strength: fctm 3.2 MPa Table 3.1 

fctk.0.05 2.2 MPa Table 3.1 

fctd
fctk.0.05
γc

1.467 MPaDesign 3.1.6 

Ecm 34GPa Table 3.1 Modulus of elasticity concrete:

5.8.6 3( )Design elasticity modulus: Ecd
Ecm
γcE

28.333 GPa

Modulus of elasticity reinforcement (Design): Esd 200 GPa

Reinforcement steel strength: fyk 500 MPa

Design fyd
fyk
γs

434.783 MPa 3.2

Width of the slab considered: bw 1000 mm

Height of the slab: h 350 mm

C 1



Concrete cover
Cmin.b 12mm minimum cover due to bond requirement, see 4.4.1.2 (3)

Cmin.dur 35mm minimum cover due to environmental condi ons, see 4.4.1.2 (5)

ΔCdur.γ 0mm addi ve safety element, see 4.4.1.2 (6)

ΔCdur.st 0mm reduc on for use of stainless steel, see 4.4.1.2 (7)

ΔCdur.add 0mm reduc on for use of addi onal protec on, see 4.4.1.2 (8)

ΔCdev 10mm Allowence in deviation, see 4.4.1.3(2)

Cmin.

Cmin.b

Cmin.dur ΔCdur.γ ΔCdur.st ΔCdur.add

10mm

Cnom. max Cmin. ΔCdev 0.045 m Minimum cover due to bond requirement 4.4.1.2 (3)

Minimum and maximum spacing of bars
dg 32 mm Maximum aggregate diameter 

ϕbarD 12 mm

8.2 2( )

Minimum spacing of bars

Smin dg 5 37 mm

Maximum spacing of bars

smax 2 h 250( )mm 9.3.1.1 3( )

smax. 250 mm

C 2



Minimum and maximum reinfocement area
bw. 1000 mm

Act
h bw.

2
1.75 105 mm2

gives k 0.965k
1 h 300

0.65 h 800
σs fyk

kc 0.4NEd 0 N

b 1000 mm

fct.eff fctm

Minimum reinforcement area

As.min σs kc k fct.eff Act= 7.1( )

As.min. 432mm2=

Maximum reinfocement area

Ac b h 3.5 105 mm2

As.max 0.04 Ac 1.4 104 mm2 9.2.1.1 3( )

C 3

kc 0.4 1

NEd

b h

k1
h

hι
fct.effk1



ULS longitudinal direction

Bending resistance, botom of the slab
Mxbl 38796.5Nm

dlong.b 299 mm

Aϕ π 62 mm2

Kl.b
Mxbl 1000

fck bw dlong.b
2

0.012

zl.b 0.99 dlong.b 296.01 mm

As.l.b
Mxbl 1000

0.87 fyk zl.b
301.3 mm2

nl.b
As.l.b
Aϕ

2.664

number of bars 3 

Sbottom
bw
nl.b

375.4 mm Sbottom Smax Not ok!

Calculated reinforcement:

12/s375

Actual reinforcement:

smax is 250mm 

12/s250 gives 452 mm2/m

C 4



Bending resistnace, top of the slab

Mxtl 37691.7 Nm

bw. 1000 mm

dlong.t 51 mm

h 350 mm

Kl.t
Mxtl 1000

fck bw h dlong.t
2

0.012

z 0.99 h dlong.t 296.01 mm

As.l.t
Mxtl 1000

0.87 fyk zl.b
292.718 mm2

nl.t
As.l.t
Aϕ

2.588

number of bars 3 

Stop
bw
nl.t

386.37 mm Stop Smax Not ok!

Calculated reinforcement:

12/s387

Actual reinforcement:

smax is 250mm 

12/s250 gives 452 mm2/m

C 5



ULS transversal direction

Bending resitance, botom of the slab

Mxbt 22046.7 Nm

dtra.b 287 mm

Kt.b
Mxbt 1000

fck bw dtra.b
2

7.647 10 3

zt.b 0.99 dtra.b 284.13 mm

As.t.b
Mxbt 1000

0.87 fyk z
171.217 mm2

n
As.t.b
Aϕ

1.514

number of bars 2 

Sbottom.
bw
n

660.55 mm Sbottom. Smax Not ok!

Calculated reinforcement:

12/s661

Actual reinforcement:

smax is 250mm 

12/s250 gives 452 mm2/m

C 6



Bending resistance, top of the slab

Mxtt 17617.6 Nm

dtra.t 63 mm

Kt.t
Mxtt 1000

fck bw h dtra.t
2

6.111 10 3

zt.t 0.99 h dtra.t 284.13mm

As.t.t
Mxtt 1000

0.87 fyk zt.t
142.541 mm2

nt.t
As.t.t
Aϕ

1.26

number of bars 2 

Stop.
bw
nt.t

793.44 mm Stop Smax Not ok!

Calculated reinforcement:

12/s794

Actual reinforcement:

smax is 250mm 

12/s250 gives 452 mm2/m

C 7



ULS, shear resistance (6.2.2)

Asl 452 mm2 Asl  is the area of the tensile reinforcement 

bw.. 1000 mm 1000 mm of the cross section

d 299 mm Effective depth the cross-section

k 1
200
d

k 2.0

ρl
Asl
bw d

ρ1 0.02

vmin 0.035 k

3

2 fck

1

2

CRd.c
0.18
γc

0.12

kl 0.15

σcp 0 N

Shear resistance VRd.c is given by: 

VRd.c CRd.c k 100 ρl fck

1

3 kl σcp bw.. d

vmin kl σcp bw.. d

1.137 105

1.517 105
N

max VRd.c 1.517 105 N

VEd 132kN VRd.c 151.7kNVRd.c No need for shear reinforcement

C 8



Serviceability limit state design 
Stress limitation 7.2

d 0.299m bw 1m Ecm 34MPa Esd 200GPa

h 0.35m Med 36966.3N m ϕc 1.67 Cnom 0.045m

As 0.000452m2 fck 35MPa ρ
As

bw d
0.00151 ϕ 0.012m

k1 0.6 k3 0.8 fyk. 500MPa fctk.0.05. 2.2MPa

Ecd.eff
Ecm

1 ϕc
12.734 MPa 5.8.7.2 (5.27)

αe
Esd

Ecd.eff 1000
15.706 Modulus of elasticity ratio

Stage : Plain concrete

xp.c.
h

2
175 mm

Ip.c.
bw h3

12
3.573 10 3 m4

ζ 1.5 Crack safety factor (TRVFS, 2011:12: section 21:12§: table c) 

σp.c.
Med
Ip.c.

xp.c. 1.81 MPa

σcr.lim.
fctk.0.05.

ζ
1.467 MPa

σp.c σcr.lim Not OK!

C 9



Longitudinal direction
Stage  (un-cracked)

x
αe 1 As d 0.5 bw h2

αe 1 As bw h
177.3111 mm Compressive zone at stage 

Iid
bw h3

12
bw h x

h

2

2

αe 1 As d x 2 3.673 10 3 m4 Moment of inertia

Stress in the compressive edge of the concrete
σcc

Med
Iid

x 1.784 MPa

σct
Med
Iid

h x 1.738 MPa Stress in the tensile edge of the concrete

σcs
Med
Iid

h x Cnom
ϕ

2
1.22 MPaStress in the steel level of the concrte

σs αe σcs 19.234 MPa Stress in the steel

σc.limit k1 fck 21 MPa Maximum compresive stress in concrete
OK

σs.limit k3 fyk. 400 MPa OK Maximum tensile stress in steel 

Stage  (cracked)

ξ1 ρ αe 1
2

ρ αe
1 0.195 According to Expression (7.5)

xΙΙ d ξ1 58.442 mm Compressive zone at stage 

σc.c
2 Med

bw xΙΙ d
xΙΙ
3

4.526 MPa

σc.limit. k1 fck 21 MPa

σc.c σcr.limit. OK!
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Transversal direction

d 0.287m bw 1m Ecm 34MPa Esd 200GPa

h 0.35m Med 16151.4N m ϕc 1.67 Cnom 0.045m

As 0.000452m2 fck 35MPa fyk 500MPa ϕ 0.012m

k1 0.6 k3 0.8 fctk.0.05 2.2MPa

ρ
As

bw d
0.00157

Ecd.eff
Ecm

1 ϕc
12.734 MPa  (5.27)

αe
Esd

Ecd.eff 1000
15.706 Modulus of elasticity ratio

Stage  (un-cracked)

Compressive zone at stage 
x

αe 1 As d 0.5 bw h2

αe 1 As bw h
177.0874 mm

 

Iid
bw h3

12
bw h x

h

2

2

αe 1 As d x 2 3.655 10 3 m4 Moment of inertia

Stress in the compressive edge of the concrete
σcc

Med
Iid

x 0.783 MPa

σct
Med
Iid

h x 0.764 MPa Stress in the tensile edge of the concrete

σcs
Med
Iid

h x Cnom
ϕ

2
0.54 MPa Stress in the steel level of the concrte

σs αe σcs 8.462 MPa Stress in the steel

σc.limit k1 fck 21 MPa Maximum compresive stress in concrete
OK

σs.limit k3 fyk 400 MPa OK Maximum tensile stress in steel 

C 11



Stage  (cracked)

ξ1 ρ αe 1
2

ρ αe
1 0.199 According to Expression (7.5)

Compressive zone at stage 
xΙΙ d ξ1 57.129 mm

σc.c
2 Med

bw xΙΙ d
xΙΙ
3

2.11 MPa

σc.limit. k1 fck 21 MPa

σc.c σcr.limit. OK!

C 12



Serviceability limit state design 
Calculation of crack width 7.3.4
Longitudinal direction

Creep coefficient: ϕc 1.67 From Figure 3.1 for RH=80%

I 3.673 10 3m4 Cnom 0.045m

h 0.350m As 0.000452m2

xI 0.177m ϕ 0.012m

fctm 3.2MPa Med 36966N m

fct.eff fctm bw 1 m

d 0.299m
ρ

As
bw d

0.00151 Esd 200GPa

Ecm 34MPa
k1 0.8 High bond bars
k2 0.5 For bending

k3
7 ϕ

Cnom
1.867 103 1

m
mm National Annex

k4 0.425 National Annex

kt 0.4 Long term loading

Checking with regard to cracking moment 

Mcracking
I fctm
h xI

67.94 kN m

Med Mcracking no cracking initiation

ULS reinforcement is adequate: 12/s250 that givs 452 mm2/m

C 13



Further checking

Ecd.eff
Ecm

1 ϕc
12.734 MPa (5.27)

αe
Esd

Ecd.eff 1000
15.706 Modulus of elasticity ratio

according to Expression (7.5)
ξ1 ρ αe 1

2
ρ αe

1 0.195

Compressive zone
x d ξ1 58.442 mm

heff

2.5 h d

h x

3

h

2

0.127

0.097

0.175

m min heff 0.097 m

Ac.eff bw min heff 0.097 m2

ρp.eff
As

Ac.eff
4.651 10 3

σs
Med

As d
x

3

292.6 MPa

Sr.max k3 Cnom
k1 k2 k4 ϕ

ρp.eff
0.52263 m (7.11) the maximum crack spacing

Δε

σs kt
fct.eff
ρp.eff

1 αe ρp.eff

Esd
0.6

σs
Esd

7.9( )

C 14



Introducing parameters ,  and s:

λ
Ac.eff
bw h

0.278

ξ
x

h
0.167

ρs
As

bw h
0.0013

We may calculate the cracking stress of the steel 

σs.cr kt fct.eff
λ

ρs
1 αe

ρs
λ

295.32 MPa Cracking stress of  the steel

The strain difference may be expressed as:  

Δε
σs
Esd

1
σs.cr
σs

1.368 10 5 =( sm- cm) is the mean value of the relative deformation arising
between concrete and steel after cracking

The cracking stress of the steel is greater than the stress in 
the steel after cracking in the concrete σs.cr σs

C 15



Serviceability limit state design 
Calculation of crack width 7.3.4
Transversal direction

Creep coefficient: ϕc 1.67 From Figure 3.1 for RH=80%

I 3.673 10 3m4 Cnom 0.045m

h 0.350m As 0.000452m2

xI 0.177m ϕ 0.012m

fctm 3.2MPa Med 16151.4N m

fct.eff fctm bw 1 m

d 0.287m
ρ

As
bw d

0.00157 Esd 200GPa

Ecm 34MPa
k1 0.8 High bond bars
k2 0.5 For bending

k3
7 ϕ

Cnom
1.867 103 1

m
mm National Annex

k4 0.425 National Annex

kt 0.4 Long term loading

Checking with regard to cracking moment 

Mcracking
I fctm
h xI

67.94 kN m

Med Mcracking no cracking initiation

ULS reinforcement is adequate: 12/s250 that givs 452 mm2/m
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Further checking

Ecd.eff
Ecm

1 ϕc
12.734 MPa (5.27)

αe
Esd

Ecd.eff 1000
15.706 Modulus of elasticity ratio

ξ1 ρ αe 1
2

ρ αe
1 0.199 According to Expression (7.5)

x d ξ1 57.129 mm Compressive zone

heff

2.5 h d

h x

3

h

2

0.158

0.098

0.175

m min heff 0.098 m

Ac.eff bw min heff 0.098 m2

ρp.eff
As

Ac.eff
0.00463

σs
Med

As d
x

3

133.4 MPa

Sr.max k3 Cnom
k1 k2 k4 ϕ

ρp.eff
0.5246 m (7.11) the maximum crack spacing

Δε

σs kt
fct.eff
ρp.eff

1 αe ρp.eff

Esd
0.6

σs
Esd

7.9( )
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Introducing parameters ,  and s:

λ
Ac.eff
bw h

0.279

ξ
x

h
0.163

ρs
As

bw h
0.0013

We may calculate the cracking stress of the steel 

σs.cr kt fct.eff
λ

ρs
1 αe

ρs
λ

296.56 MPa Cracking stress of  the steel

The strain difference may be expressed as:  

Δε
σs
Esd

1
σs.cr
σs

0.0008 =( sm- cm) is the mean value of the relative deformation arising
between concrete and steel after cracking

The cracking stress of the steel is greater than the stress in 
the steel after cracking in the concrete σs.cr σs

C 18
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SFCR track slab calculated in accordance with the Swedish standard
SS812310:2014 and Eurocode 

Partial factors for material
Persistent and transient 

Material design 
values

h 350mm

ηf 1
γc 1.5 fck 35MPa

ηdet 1.4

γs 1.15 fcd
fck

γc
23.33 MPa

η 1

fctm 3.2MPa λ 0.8
γf 1.5

fct.eff fctm ϕ 10mm
γcE 1.2 kc 0.4fctk.0.05 2.2MPa

b 1mfctk fctk.0.05
bw b

fctd
fctk.0.05
γc

1.467 MPa d 300mm

εcu 0.0035Ec 34GPa

fyk 500MPa

fyd
fyk
γs

434.783 MPa

σs fyd

σst fyd

Es 200GPa

Residual flexural strength classes

fR.1 4.0MPa fR.3 4.0MPa

Check of the ductility of the fibre reinforced concret. 
If formulas gives more than 50% then the minimum ductility are satisfied. 

C1.1 100
fR.1

fctk.0.05
181.8 181.8% 50% Okey

C1.2 100
fR.3
fR.1

100 100% 50% Okey

Characteristic residual tensile strength Designing residual strength

fft.R1 0.45 fR.1 1.8 MPa fftd.R1 ηf ηdet
fft.R1
γf

1.68 MPa

fft.R3 0.37 fR.3 1.48 MPa fftd.R3 ηf ηdet
fft.R3
γf

1.381 MPa

D 1



Area of tensile zone in bending (Stage I) Act
h
2

b 0.175 m2

k 0.965

Factor considering the fibre orientation
(for bending resistance)

kf
fftd.R1

fctm
0.525 0.525 1.0( )

D 2



Checking if only fibrers may be used

Solution with only fibres may be applied if the folowing condition is furfiled:

kc fctm ηf ηdet fft.R3 0

kc fctm 1.28 MPa

ηf ηdet fft.R3 2.072 MPa

Use of only fibrers is OKEY!

Design bending resistance fibres only
wu 2.5mm

Characteristic length: lcs 0.8 h 0.28 m

Tensile cracking strain in concrete εct
fctd
Ec

0.000043

Ultimate tensile strain in fibre concrete εftu εct
wu
lcs

0.00897

Tensile strain in fibre concrete

Given

εft εftu

εft
h x

x
εcu=

Find x( ) 98.22 mm x 98.22mm

Compressive resultant force

Fcc λ x η fcd b 1833.44 kN

Tensile resultant force in tensile zone (uniformly distribution)

Ff1 b h x( ) fftd.R1
εft
εftu

fftd.R1 fftd.R3 347.79 kN

Tensile resultant force in tensile zone (triangular distribution)

Ff2
1
2

b h x( )
εft
εftu

fftd.R1 fftd.R3 37.599 kN

D 3



Horisontal force equilibrium:

H=0 Hdiff Ff1 Ff2 Fcc 1448.05 kN Not OKEY!

Further calculations according to Calculation example 6.5.2 (Compendium)

Different  were tested

ξ 0.0869

b 1mGiven
fftd.R3 1.381 MPa

Tensile resultant force in tensile zone σst 434.783 MPa

h 350mmFf 1 ξ( ) h b fftd.R3 441.45 kN

Compressive resultant force

Fcc. 0.5 ξ h b σcσc

From the horisontal equilibrium the stress in concrete ( s) are solved: 

Fcc. Ff= gives σc
Ff

0.5 ξ h b
29.03 MPa

εc
σc
Ec

0.00085378 εc 0.0035

εft.
1 ξ( ) εc

ξ
0.008971 εft. εftu εftu 0.008972

The  iteration gave: 

x ξ h 30.415 mm

Md Ff 0.5 h x
2
3

x 79.49 kN m

Med 38796.5N m

Med Md
Okey for only fibre reinforcement!!!
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Shear resitance for fibre only

Geometric reinforcment ratio ρ
314mm2

b d
0.0010467 fck. 35 MPa

b 1000 mm

d. 300 mm
k.. 1

200 mm
d

1.816
σcp 0Pa

The shear resistance

VRd.cf
0.18
γc

k. 100 ρ 1 7.5
fft.R3
fctk

fck.

1

3

0.15 σcp b d. 183642.1 N

VEd 132kN

VEd. VRd.cf Okey

D 5
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Longitudinal
SFCR track slab calculated in accordance with the Swedish standard

SS812310:2014 and Eurocode 

Partial factors for material
Persistent and transient 

Material design 
values

h 350mm

ηf 1
γc 1.5 fck 35MPa

ηdet 1.4

γs 1.15 fcd
fck

γc
23.33 MPa

η 1

fctm 3.2MPa λ 0.8
γf 1.5

fct.eff fctm ϕ 10mm
γcE 1.2 kc 0.4fctk.0.05 2.2MPa

b 1mfctk fctk.0.05
bw b

fctd
fctk.0.05
γc

1.467 MPa d 300mm

εcu 0.0035Ec 34GPa

fyk 500MPa

fyd
fyk
γs

434.783MPa

σs fyd

σst fyd

Es 200GPa

Residual flexural strength classes

fR.1 4.0MPa fR.3 4.0MPa

Check of the ductility of the fibre reinforced concret. 
If formulas gives more than 50% then the minimum ductility are satisfied. 

C1.1 100
fR.1

fctk.0.05
181.8 181.8% 50% Okey

C1.2 100
fR.3
fR.1

100 100% 50% Okey

Characteristic residual tensile strength Designing residual strength

fft.R1 0.45 fR.1 1.8 MPa fftd.R1 ηf ηdet
fft.R1
γf

1.68 MPa

fft.R3 0.37 fR.3 1.48 MPa fftd.R3 ηf ηdet
fft.R3
γf

1.381 MPa

E 1



Area of tensile zone in bending (Stage I) Act
h
2

b 0.175 m2

k 0.965

Factor considering the fibre orientation
(for bending resistance)

kf
fftd.R1

fctm
0.525 0.525 1.0( )

Mimimum and maximum reinforcement area
Minimum area of reinforcement for flexural ductility  

As.min..
Act kc fctm ηf ηdet fft.R3

fyk
0.0002772 m2 No minimum bar reinforcement is needed. 

Minimum area of reinforcement for crack control: 
kf 0.525

As.min.
kc k 1 kf fct.eff Act

fyk
0.000205 m2

Maximum spacing is 250mm that gives As.min 314mm2

Ultimate limit state design bending resistance

wu 2.5mm

Characteristic length: lcs 0.8 h 0.28 m

Tensile cracking strain in concrete εct
fctd
Ec

0.000043

Ultimate tensile strain in fibre concrete εftu εct
wu
lcs

0.00897

Tensile strain in fibre concrete

Given

εft εftu

εft
h x

x
εcu=

Find x( ) 98.22 mm x 98.22mm

E 2



Compressive resultant force

Fcc λ x η fcd b 1833.44 kN

Tensile resultant force in tensile zone (uniformly distribution)

Ff1 b h x( ) fftd.R1
εft
εftu

fftd.R1 fftd.R3 347.79 kN

Tensile resultant force in tensile zone (triangular distribution)

Ff2
1
2

b h x( )
εft
εftu

fftd.R1 fftd.R3 37.599 kN

Tensile resultant force in the conventional reinforcement 

Fst As.min σst 136.522 kN

Horisontal force equilibrium:

H=0 Hdiff Fst Ff1 Ff2 Fcc 1311.53 kN Not OKEY!

Further calculations according to Calculation example 6.5.2 (Compendium)

Different  were tested
Given

ξ 0.0987 =x /h

b 1m h 0.35mTensile resultant force in tensile zone
fftd.R3 1.381 MPa

Ff 1 ξ( ) h b fftd.R3 435.75 kN

Tensile resultant force in the conventional reinforcement 

Fst. As.min σst

Compressive resultant force

Fcc. 0.5 ξ h b σcσc

From the horisontal equilibrium the stress in concrete ( s) are solved: 

Fcc. Ff Fst.= gives σc
Ff Fst.
0.5 ξ h b

33.13 MPa

εc
σc
Ec

0.00097447 εc 0.0035

E 3



εft.
1 ξ( ) εc

ξ
0.008899 εft. εftu εftu 0.008972

The  iteration gave: 

x ξ h 34.545 mm

d 300mm

Md Ff 0.5 h x
2
3

x Fst. d
x

3
118.15 kN m

Med 38796.5N m

Med Md Okey

Shear resitance 
fft.R3k fft.R3 0.7 1.036 MPa

Geometric reinforcment ratio ρ
As.min

b d
0.0010467

fck. 35 MPa d. 300 mm

b. 1000 mm σcp 0Pa

The shear resistance k. 1
200mm

d
1.816

VRd.cf
0.18
γc

k. 100 ρ 1 7.5
fft.R3k

fctk
fck.

1

3

0.15 σcp b. d. 166822N

VEd 132kN

VEd. VRd.cf Okey
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Serviceability limit state design, crack control

Crack saffety factor: ζ 1.5

Compressive zone: x.
h
2

0.175 m

Moment of inertia: I
bw h3

12
0.00357 m4

Designing moment: Med. 36966N m

Compressive stress in concret: σ
Med.

I
x. 1.81 MPa

Maximum allowed stress in concrte: σlim
fctk.0.05

ζ
1.47 MPa

Section cracks

Calculation of cracked section

Creep safety factor: ϕc 1.67

Effectiv modulus of elasticity concret: Ecd.eff
Ec

1 ϕc
12.7 GPa

Modulus of elasticity ratio αe
Es

Ecd.eff
15.706

Asl As.min

Geometric reinforcment ratio
ρ

Asl
b d

0.00105

Factor : ξ ρ αe 1
2

ρ αe
1 0.166

Cracked compressive zone: xcr d ξ 0.05 m

Fictitous stres in reinforcing steel: σs.fict
Med.

Asl d
xcr
3

415.4 MPa

kfk
fftd.R1 0.7

fctm
0.367

σs.eff σs.fict 1 kfk 262.71 MPa

E 5



Limti for the stress in reinforcing steel: σlimit 0.8 fyk 400 MPa

σs.eff. σlimit Okey

Effective depth: heff

2.5 h d

h xcr
3

h
2

0.125

0.1

0.175

m

Effective area: Ac.eff bw min heff 0.1 m2

Effective reinforcement rati: ρs.eff
Asl

Ac.eff
0.00314

k1 0.8 k4 0.425 kfk 0.367 cnom 45mm k2 0.5 k3
7 ϕ

cnom
1.556 kt 0.4

Maximum crack spacing Sr.max k3 cnom k1 k2 k4 1 kfk
ϕ

ρs.eff
0.413 m

Strain differnce: Δε

1 kfk σs.fict kt
fct.eff
ρs.eff

1 αe ρs.eff

Es

0.6 1 kfk
σs.fict

Es

4.054 10 5

7.881 10 4

εcm εsm No cracking problem!

E 6



Transverse

SFCR track slab calculated in accordance with the Swedish standard
SS812310:2014 and Eurocode 

Partial factors for material
Persistent and transient 

Material design 
values

h 350mm

ηf 1
γc 1.5 fck 35MPa

ηdet 1.4

γs 1.15 fcd
fck

γc
23.33 MPa

η 1

fctm 3.2MPa λ 0.8
γf 1.5

fct.eff fctm ϕ 10mm
γcE 1.2 kc 0.4fctk.0.05 2.2MPa

b 1mfctk fctk.0.05
bw b

fctd
fctk.0.05
γc

1.467 MPa d 290mm

εcu 0.0035Ec 34GPa

fyk 500MPa

fyd
fyk
γs

434.783MPa

σs fyd

σst fyd

Es 200GPa

Residual flexural strength classes

fR.1 4.0MPa fR.3 4.0MPa

Check of the ductility of the fibre reinforced concret. 
If formulas gives more than 50% then the minimum ductility are satisfied. 

C1.1 100
fR.1

fctk.0.05
181.8 181.8% 50% Okey

C1.2 100
fR.3
fR.1

100 100% 50% Okey

Characteristic residual tensile strength Designing residual strength

fft.R1 0.45 fR.1 1.8 MPa fftd.R1 ηf ηdet
fft.R1
γf

1.68 MPa

fft.R3 0.37 fR.3 1.48 MPa fftd.R3 ηf ηdet
fft.R3
γf

1.381 MPa
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Area of tensile zone in bending (Stage I) Act
h
2

b 0.175 m2

k 0.965

Factor considering the fibre orientation
(for bending resistance)

kf
fftd.R1

fctm
0.525 0.525 1.0( )

Mimimum and maximum reinforcement area
Minimum area of reinforcement for flexural ductility  

As.min..
Act kc fctm ηf ηdet fft.R3

fyk
0.0002772 m2 No minimum bar reinforcement is needed. 

Minimum area of reinforcement for crack control: 
kf 0.525

As.min.
kc k 1 kf fct.eff Act

fyk
0.000205 m2

Maximum spacing is 250mm that gives As.min 314mm2

Ultimate limit state design bending resistance

wu 2.5mm

Characteristic length: lcs 0.8 h 0.28 m

Tensile cracking strain in concrete εct
fctd
Ec

0.000043

Ultimate tensile strain in fibre concrete εftu εct
wu
lcs

0.00897

Tensile strain in fibre concrete

Given

εft εftu

εft
h x

x
εcu=

Find x( ) 98.22 mm x 98.22mm
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Compressive resultant force

Fcc λ x η fcd b 1833.44 kN

Tensile resultant force in tensile zone (uniformly distribution)

Ff1 b h x( ) fftd.R1
εft
εftu

fftd.R1 fftd.R3 347.79 kN

Tensile resultant force in tensile zone (triangular distribution)

Ff2
1
2

b h x( )
εft
εftu

fftd.R1 fftd.R3 37.599 kN

Tensile resultant force in the conventional reinforcement 

Fst As.min σst 136.522 kN

Horisontal force equilibrium:

H=0 Hdiff Fst Ff1 Ff2 Fcc 1311.53 kN Not OKEY!

Further calculations according to Calculation example 6.5.2 (Compendium)

Different  were tested

ξ 0.0989

b 1mGiven
fftd.R3 1.381 MPa

Tensile resultant force in tensile zone σst 434.783 MPa

h 350mmFf 1 ξ( ) h b fftd.R3 435.65 kN

Tensile resultant force in the conventional reinforcement 

Fst. As.min σst 136.522 kN

Compressive resultant force

Fcc. 0.5 ξ h b σcσc

From the horisontal equilibrium the stress in concrete ( s) are solved: 

Fcc. Ff Fst.= gives σc
Ff Fst.
0.5 ξ h b

33.06 MPa

εc
σc
Ec

0.00097233 εc 0.0035
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εft.
1 ξ( ) εc

ξ
0.008859 εft. εftu εftu 0.008972

The  iteration gave: 

x ξ h 34.615 mm

d 290mm

Md Ff 0.5 h x
2
3

x Fst. d
x

3
116.77 kN m

Med 22046.7N m

Med Md Okey

Shear resitance 
fft.R3k fft.R3 0.7 1.036 MPa

Geometric reinforcment ratio ρ
As.min

b d
0.0010828

fck. 35 MPa d. 290 mm

b 1000 mm σcp 0Pa

The shear resistance k. 1
200mm

d
1.83

VRd.cf
0.18
γc

k. 100 ρ 1 7.5
fft.R3k

fctk
fck.

1

3

0.15 σcp b d. 164347.2N

VEd 132kN

VEd. VRd.cf Okey
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Serviceability limit state design, crack control

Crack saffety factor: ζ 1.5

Compressive zone: x.
h
2

0.175 m

Moment of inertia: I
bw h3

12
0.00357 m4

Designing moment: Med. 16151.4N m

Compressive stress in concret: σ
Med.

I
x. 0.79 MPa

Maximum allowed stress in concrte: σlim
fctk.0.05

ζ
1.47 MPa

Section cracks

Calculation of cracked section

Creep safety factor: ϕc 1.67

Effectiv modulus of elasticity concret: Ecd.eff
Ec

1 ϕc
12.7 GPa

Modulus of elasticity ratio αe
Es

Ecd.eff
15.706

Asl As.min

Geometric reinforcment ratio
ρ

Asl
b d

0.00108

Factor : ξ ρ αe 1
2

ρ αe
1 0.168

Cracked compressive zone: xcr d ξ 0.049 m

Fictitous stres in reinforcing steel: σs.fict
Med.

Asl d
xcr
3

187.9 MPa

kfk
fftd.R1 0.7

fctm
0.367

σs.eff σs.fict 1 kfk 118.851 MPa
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Limti for the stress in reinforcing steel: σlimit 0.8 fyk 400 MPa

σs.eff. σlimit Okey

Effective depth: heff

2.5 h d

h xcr
3

h
2

0.15

0.1

0.175

m

Effective area: Ac.eff bw min heff 0.1004 m2

Effective reinforcement rati: ρs.eff
Asl

Ac.eff
0.00313

k1 0.8 k4 0.425 kfk 0.367 cnom 45mm k2 0.5 k3
7 ϕ

cnom
1.556 kt 0.4

Maximum crack spacing Sr.max k3 cnom k1 k2 k4 1 kfk
ϕ

ρs.eff
0.414 m

Strain differnce: Δε

1 kfk σs.fict kt
fct.eff
ρs.eff

1 αe ρs.eff

Es

0.6 1 kfk
σs.fict

Es

7.637 10 4

3.566 10 4

εcm εsm No cracking problem!
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Longitudinal optimized
SFCR track slab calculated in accordance with the Swedish standard

SS812310:2014 and Eurocode 

Partial factors for material
Persistent and transient 

Material design 
values

h 350mm

ηf 1
γc 1.5 fck 35MPa

ηdet 1.4

γs 1.15 fcd
fck

γc
23.33 MPa

η 1

fctm 3.2MPa λ 0.8
γf 1.5

fct.eff fctm ϕ 7mm
γcE 1.2 kc 0.4fctk.0.05 2.2MPa

b 1mfctk fctk.0.05
bw b

fctd
fctk.0.05
γc

1.467 MPa d 301.5mm

εcu 0.0035Ec 34GPa

fyk 500MPa

fyd
fyk
γs

434.783MPa

σs fyd

σst fyd

Es 200GPa

Residual flexural strength classes

fR.1 4.0MPa fR.3 4.0MPa

Check of the ductility of the fibre reinforced concret. 
If formulas gives more than 50% then the minimum ductility are satisfied. 

C1.1 100
fR.1

fctk.0.05
181.8 181.8% 50% Okey

C1.2 100
fR.3
fR.1

100 100% 50% Okey

Characteristic residual tensile strength Designing residual strength

fft.R1 0.45 fR.1 1.8 MPa fftd.R1 ηf ηdet
fft.R1
γf

1.68 MPa

fft.R3 0.37 fR.3 1.48 MPa fftd.R3 ηf ηdet
fft.R3
γf

1.381 MPa
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Area of tensile zone in bending (Stage I) Act
h
2

b 0.175 m2

k 0.965

Factor considering the fibre orientation
(for bending resistance)

kf
fftd.R1

fctm
0.525 0.525 1.0( )

Mimimum and maximum reinforcement area
Minimum area of reinforcement for flexural ductility  

As.min..
Act kc fctm ηf ηdet fft.R3

fyk
0.0002772 m2 No minimum bar reinforcement is needed. 

Minimum area of reinforcement for crack control: 
kf 0.525

As.min.
kc k 1 kf fct.eff Act

fyk
0.000205 m2

Maximum spacing is 250mm that gives As.min 269mm2

Ultimate limit state design bending resistance

wu 2.5mm

Characteristic length: lcs 0.8 h 0.28 m

Tensile cracking strain in concrete εct
fctd
Ec

0.000043

Ultimate tensile strain in fibre concrete εftu εct
wu
lcs

0.00897

Tensile strain in fibre concrete

Given

εft εftu

εft
h x

x
εcu=

Find x( ) 98.22 mm x 98.22mm
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Compressive resultant force

Fcc λ x η fcd b 1833.44 kN

Tensile resultant force in tensile zone (uniformly distribution)

Ff1 b h x( ) fftd.R1
εft
εftu

fftd.R1 fftd.R3 347.79 kN

Tensile resultant force in tensile zone (triangular distribution)

Ff2
1
2

b h x( )
εft
εftu

fftd.R1 fftd.R3 37.599 kN

Tensile resultant force in the conventional reinforcement 

Fst As.min σst 116.957 kN

Horisontal force equilibrium:

H=0 Hdiff Fst Ff1 Ff2 Fcc 1331.09 kN Not OKEY!

Further calculations according to Calculation example 6.5.2 (Compendium)

Different  were tested h 350mmGiven
ξ 0.097

b 1mTensile resultant force in tensile zone
fftd.R3 1.381 MPa

Ff 1 ξ( ) h b fftd.R3 436.57 kN
As.min 269 mm2

Tensile resultant force in the conventional reinforcement 

Fst. As.min σst 116.96 kN

Compressive resultant force

Fcc. 0.5 ξ h b σcσc

From the horisontal equilibrium the stress in concrete ( s) are solved: 

Fcc. Ff Fst.= gives σc
Ff Fst.
0.5 ξ h b

32.61 MPa

εc
σc
Ec

0.00095907 εc 0.0035
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εft.
1 ξ( ) εc

ξ
0.008928 εft. εftu εftu 0.008972

The  iteration gave: 

x ξ h 33.95 mm

d 301.5mm

Md Ff 0.5 h x
2
3

x Fst. d
x

3
112.81 kN m

Med 38796.5N m

Med Md Okey

Shear resitance 
fft.R3k fft.R3 0.7 1.036 MPa

Geometric reinforcment ratio ρ
As.min

b d
0.0008922

fck. 35 MPa d. 301.5 mm

b. 1000mm σcp 0Pa

The shear resistance k. 1
200mm

d
1.814

VRd.cf
0.18
γc

k. 100 ρ 1 7.5
fft.R3k

fctk
fck.

1

3

0.15 σcp b. d. 158788.3N

VEd 132kN

VEd. VRd.cf Okey
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Serviceability limit state design, crack control

Crack saffety factor: ζ 1.5

Compressive zone: x.
h
2

0.175 m

Moment of inertia: I
bw h3

12
0.00357 m4

Designing moment: Med. 36966N m

Compressive stress in concret: σ
Med.

I
x. 1.81 MPa

Maximum allowed stress in concrte: σlim
fctk.0.05

ζ
1.47 MPa

Section cracks

Calculation of cracked section

Creep safety factor: ϕc 1.67

Effectiv modulus of elasticity concret: Ecd.eff
Ec

1 ϕc
12.7 GPa

Modulus of elasticity ratio αe
Es

Ecd.eff
15.706

Asl As.min

Geometric reinforcment ratio
ρ

Asl
b d

8.92206 10 4

Factor : ξ ρ αe 1
2

ρ αe
1 0.154

Cracked compressive zone: xcr d ξ 0.046 m

Fictitous stres in reinforcing steel: σs.fict
Med.

Asl d
xcr
3

480.4 MPa

kfk
fftd.R1 0.7

fctm
0.367

σs.eff σs.fict 1 kfk 303.883 MPa
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Limti for the stress in reinforcing steel: σlimit 0.8 fyk 400 MPa

σs.eff. σlimit Okey

Effective depth: heff

2.5 h d

h xcr
3

h
2

0.121

0.101

0.175

m

Effective area: Ac.eff bw min heff 0.101 m2

Effective reinforcement rati: ρs.eff
Asl

Ac.eff
0.00266

k1 0.8 k4 0.425 kfk 0.367 cnom 45mm k2 0.5 k3
7 ϕ

cnom
1.089 kt 0.4

Maximum crack spacing Sr.max k3 cnom k1 k2 k4 1 kfk
ϕ

ρs.eff
0.332 m

Strain differnce: Δε

1 kfk σs.fict kt
fct.eff
ρs.eff

1 αe ρs.eff

Es

0.6 1 kfk
σs.fict

Es

6.692 10 5

9.117 10 4

εcm εsm No cracking problem!
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Transverse optimized

SFCR track slab calculated in accordance with the Swedish standard
SS812310:2014 and Eurocode 

Partial factors for material
Persistent and transient 

Material design 
values

h 350mm

ηf 1
γc 1.5 fck 35MPa

ηdet 1.4

γs 1.15 fcd
fck

γc
23.33 MPa

η 1

fctm 3.2MPa λ 0.8
γf 1.5

fct.eff fctm ϕ 7mm
γcE 1.2 kc 0.4fctk.0.05 2.2MPa

b 1mfctk fctk.0.05
bw b

fctd
fctk.0.05
γc

1.467 MPa d 294.5mm

εcu 0.0035Ec 34GPa

fyk 500MPa

fyd
fyk
γs

434.783 MPa

σs fyd

σst fyd

Es 200GPa

Residual flexural strength classes

fR.1 4.0MPa fR.3 4.0MPa

Check of the ductility of the fibre reinforced concret. 
If formulas gives more than 50% then the minimum ductility are satisfied. 

C1.1 100
fR.1

fctk.0.05
181.8 181.8% 50% Okey

C1.2 100
fR.3
fR.1

100 100% 50% Okey

Characteristic residual tensile strength Designing residual strength

fft.R1 0.45 fR.1 1.8 MPa fftd.R1 ηf ηdet
fft.R1
γf

1.68 MPa

fft.R3 0.37 fR.3 1.48 MPa fftd.R3 ηf ηdet
fft.R3
γf

1.381 MPa
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Area of tensile zone in bending (Stage I) Act
h
2

b 0.175 m2

k 0.965

Factor considering the fibre orientation
(for bending resistance)

kf
fftd.R1

fctm
0.525 0.525 1.0( )

Mimimum and maximum reinforcement area
Minimum area of reinforcement for flexural ductility  

As.min..
Act kc fctm ηf ηdet fft.R3

fyk
0.0002772 m2 No minimum bar reinforcement is needed. 

Minimum area of reinforcement for crack control: 
kf 0.525

As.min.
kc k 1 kf fct.eff Act

fyk
0.000205 m2

Maximum spacing is 250mm that gives As.min 269mm2

Ultimate limit state design bending resistance

wu 2.5mm

Characteristic length: lcs 0.8 h 0.28 m

Tensile cracking strain in concrete εct
fctd
Ec

0.000043

Ultimate tensile strain in fibre concrete εftu εct
wu
lcs

0.00897

Tensile strain in fibre concrete

Given

εft εftu

εft
h x

x
εcu=

Find x( ) 98.22 mm x 98.22mm
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Compressive resultant force

Fcc λ x η fcd b 1833.44 kN

Tensile resultant force in tensile zone (uniformly distribution)

Ff1 b h x( ) fftd.R1
εft
εftu

fftd.R1 fftd.R3 347.79 kN

Tensile resultant force in tensile zone (triangular distribution)

Ff2
1
2

b h x( )
εft
εftu

fftd.R1 fftd.R3 37.599 kN

Tensile resultant force in the conventional reinforcement 

Fst As.min σst 116.957 kN

Horisontal force equilibrium:

H=0 Hdiff Fst Ff1 Ff2 Fcc 1331.09 kN Not OKEY!

Further calculations according to Calculation example 6.5.2 (Compendium)

Different  were tested

ξ 0.0968

b 1mGiven
fftd.R3 1.381 MPa

Tensile resultant force in tensile zone σst 434.783 MPa

h 350mmFf 1 ξ( ) h b fftd.R3 436.67 kN

Tensile resultant force in the conventional reinforcement 

Fst. As.min σst 116.957 kN

Compressive resultant force

Fcc. 0.5 ξ h b σcσc

From the horisontal equilibrium the stress in concrete ( s) are solved: 

Fcc. Ff Fst.= gives σc
Ff Fst.
0.5 ξ h b

32.68 MPa

εc
σc
Ec

0.00096122 εc 0.0035
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εft.
1 ξ( ) εc

ξ
0.008969 εft. εftu εftu 0.008972

The  iteration gave: 

x ξ h 33.88 mm

d 294.5mm

Md Ff 0.5 h x
2
3

x Fst. d
x

3
112.01 kN m

Med 22046.7N m

Med Md Okey

Shear resitance 
fft.R3k fft.R3 0.7 1.036 MPa

Geometric reinforcment ratio ρ
As.min

b d
0.0009134

fck. 35 MPa d. 294.5 mm

b 1000 mm σcp 0Pa

The shear resistance k. 1
200mm

d
1.824

VRd.cf
0.18
γc

k. 100 ρ 1 7.5
fft.R3k

fctk
fck.

1

3

0.15 σcp b d. 157150 N

VEd 132kN

VEd. VRd.cf Okey
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Serviceability limit state design, crack control

Crack saffety factor: ζ 1.5

Compressive zone: x.
h
2

0.175 m

Moment of inertia: I
bw h3

12
0.00357 m4

Designing moment: Med. 16151.4N m

Compressive stress in concret: σ
Med.

I
x. 0.79 MPa

Maximum allowed stress in concrte: σlim
fctk.0.05

ζ
1.47 MPa

Section cracks

Calculation of cracked section

Creep safety factor: ϕc 1.67

Effectiv modulus of elasticity concret: Ecd.eff
Ec

1 ϕc
12.7 GPa

Modulus of elasticity ratio αe
Es

Ecd.eff
15.706

Asl As.min

Geometric reinforcment ratio
ρ

Asl
b d

9.13413 10 4

Factor : ξ ρ αe 1
2

ρ αe
1 0.156

Cracked compressive zone: xcr d ξ 0.046 m

Fictitous stres in reinforcing steel: σs.fict
Med.

Asl d
xcr
3

215 MPa

kfk
fftd.R1 0.7

fctm
0.367

σs.eff σs.fict 1 kfk 136.01 MPa
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Limti for the stress in reinforcing steel: σlimit 0.8 fyk 400 MPa

σs.eff. σlimit Okey

Effective depth: heff

2.5 h d

h xcr
3

h
2

0.139

0.101

0.175

m

Effective area: Ac.eff bw min heff 0.1014 m2

Effective reinforcement rati: ρs.eff
Asl

Ac.eff
0.00265

k1 0.8 k4 0.425 kfk 0.367 cnom 45mm k2 0.5 k3
7 ϕ

cnom
1.089 kt 0.4

Maximum crack spacing Sr.max k3 cnom k1 k2 k4 1 kfk
ϕ

ρs.eff
0.333 m

Strain differnce: Δε

1 kfk σs.fict kt
fct.eff
ρs.eff

1 αe ρs.eff

Es

0.6 1 kfk
σs.fict

Es

9.092 10 4

4.08 10 4

εcm εsm No cracking problem!
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